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AI]S'I'RACl'

This practicum research considers a problem expressed by the City of Winnipeg Parks

and Recreation Department concerning its involvement with voluntary not-for-profit groups

in the design and delivery of recreation services. The purpose of this practicum is to

develop the framework for creating an appraisal technique, which will enable the Winnipeg

recreation department to assess the merits of nonprofit group proposals for the joint design

and delivery of recreation services. The appraisal technique will focus on the particular

service milieu of the Winnipeg recreation department, but will also be of interest and benefit

to simila¡ recreation departments which are comparable in terms of service variety, size,

budget, jurisdiction, and mandate.

With this problem and purpose in mind, the research proceeded as follows. A review

of the planning and recreation literature led to the identification of the coproduction concept

as an appropriate theoretical framework for government-voluntary not-for-profit sector

interactions. The next stage of the resea¡ch consisted of the design, distribution, and

analysis of a questionnaire sent to representatives of comparable public recreation

departments in Western Canada. Analysis of the questionnaire responses and additional

documentation sent by department representatives tends to support contentions formulated

as a result of the literature review. Findings from the literature review and questionnaire

were synthesised to establish a conceptual framework for an appraisai technique.

With some modification, the Coproduction Appraisal Technique is expected to allow

the City of Winnipeg Parks and Recreation Department to assess voluntary not-for-prof,rt

group coproductive effort proposals. The technique represents one component of a larger

approach to enabling or facilitating community invoivement in public recreation service

delivery decisionmaking. The technique has been developed to encourage voluntary not-

for-profit group interest and participalion in recreation facility construction and operation,

in Winnipeg and comparable locales.
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CHAP'IBR ONIì: INTRODUCTION

PROIìI,EM STATEMIìNT

Municipal government agencies share concerns about coordination and cooperation in

the delivery of public recreation services. Both the Ontario and Manitoba provincial

recreation ministries attempt to encourage better coordination and cooperation among

groups involved in recreation service delivery (Province of Ontario, 1988 and kovince of

Manitoba, 1991) because coordination and cooperation among these groups is poor or

inadequate. The City of Winnipeg Parks and Recreation Department shares these concerns.

Like other municipal recreation departments, it is involved with a variety of groups in the

delivery of a number of recreation services. It, too, would prefer better coordination and

cooperation among recreation service groups such as other levels of government, voluntary

not-for-profit groups, service clubs, and commercial enterprises.

The City of V/innipeg Parks and Recreation Department is involved with voluntary not-

for-proht groups in the development and operation of several public recreation facilities.

The department wants to remain involved in such endeavours in the future, but its

representatives have concerns about the consequences of these ventures. Instances of these

parfiership anangements a¡e similar in terms of the reqponsibilities of each partner and the

conditions attached to formal partnership agreements (which resemble leases). The

similarities have not, however, resulted from consistently applied poticy and program

requirements. Instead, each partnership arangement has been developed in an ad hoc

fashion, but with some reference to previous agreements. The department has recognised

that a case by case approach to partnership agreements is not optimal, and wants to develop

the means to systematically evaluate voluntary not-for-profit partnership proposals in the

context of its operating philosophy and policy.
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PURPOSE STATEMENT

The purpose of this practicum research is to develop the framework for creating an

appraisal technique, which will enable the City of Winnipeg Parks and Recreation

Department to assess the merits of voluntary not-for-profit group proposals for the joint

delivery of recreation services. In the process, the extent of public subsidy or support

warranted for such involvement will be investigated. It is the contention of this practicum

that the research on coproduction represents the appropriaûe framework for the development

of a practical appraisal technique for a public recreation department. Despite the fact that

recreation professionals have identified the need for such an appraisal technique, this

research represents the flrst formative attempt to respond to this need. Though the final

product is expected to be a useful tool for the planning or recreation professional, it may be

limited by the lack of comparable research initiatives in this specific area. The

Coproduction Appraisal Technique, in its current form and in a practical context, is not

immediately useful to the City of Winnipeg Parks and Recreation Department. The

conceptual framework presented here is the product of extensive research and, as a result,

is an important step in this direction. However, modification of the technique by recreation

department personnel familiar with the practicai operating environment will be necessary.

The appraisal technique will focus on the particular service milieu of the \ù/innipeg

recreation department, but will also be of interest and benefit to similar recreation

departments which are comparable in terms of service variety, size, budget, jurisdiction,

and mandate.

APPROACH

In order to achieve the purpose of the practicum research, the research wiil proceed in

the order illustrated (Figure f .i) and discussed below.
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Iìigure 1.1: Sæps in the practicum research approach.

In this the first step, the research problem and purpose has been introduced. In

addition, the research approach to be followed will be outlined and important

terms will be defined.

The second step will review the literature relevant to the topic. Current approaches

to evaluating proposals for joint efforts will be discussed. The concept of

coproduction will be introduced and its potential as a theoretical framework for

appraising voluntary not-for-profit group proposals for joint efforts will be

examined.

3. In the third step, a questionnaire rvas developed and disfributed to a sample

Western Canadian public recreation department represenlatives, The intention

the questionnai¡e will be discussed and the survey method will be detailed.

1.

2.

of

of

INTRODUCE RESEARCH
PROBLEM & APPROACH

ANALYSiS

APPRAISAL TECHNIQI]E
DEVELOPMENT
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The fourth step will ana-lyse and compare the responses to the questionnaire.

In the fifth step, the findings of the literature review and the results of the

questionnaire will be synthesised in order to establish a conceptual framework for

an appraisal technique. With some modification, the appraisal technique is intended

to allow the City of Winnipeg Parks and Recreation Department to assess voluntary

not-for-profit group coproductive effort proposals.

The sixth step wiil summarise the research findings, discuss limitations of the

research, present recommendations for future research, and indicate the utility of the

research.

DEFINITION OI.- TÞ],RMS

This practicum research incorporates the perspectives of several professions.

Interpretation of the terminology utilised in the practicum may not be consistent among

planners, policy analysts, public administrators, and recreation professionals. Several

important terms have a meaning particular to the practicum context. The following terms

are defined below to aid in interpretation of the practicum: public recreation, public

recreation department, voluntary not-for-profit group, community development, appraisal,

privatisation and contacting out, and coproduction.

Public Recreation

According to Goodale, "Public Recreation Services began for the purpose of making

resources, thus opportunities, available in forms not otherwise provided and for people

who would not otherwise have access." (Goodale, 1985, p.199). If this is the rationale fo¡

public involvement in recreation service provision, then responsibility for "ensuring aæess

to recreation opportunities should fall to iocal government." (Harper, 1986, p.5).

Municipal governments acquire funding for public service provision from a combination of

property taxes, senior government contributions, and assorted fees, licenses, and charges.

4.

5.

6.
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Public Recreation Department

l-arge urban centres in Canada place administrative responsibilities for recreation

services in the confrol of public recreation departments. The public recreation department

is, by definition, a public sector service provider empowered by the political will of the

community to undertake assigned duties according to city bylaws and established

procedures. The department is required "to ensure that adequate opportunities exist for all

citizens in the community to engage in satisfying and constructive recreation activities

appropriate to their age, capabilities, and personal interests." (Anderson etal, 1989, p.126).

Traditionally, public recreation departments have been reliant on the property tax base.

This reliance accounts for some of their problems, with tax dollars becoming increasingly

scarce. Alternative funding sources are necessary. Fortunately, public recreation

departments a¡e familiar with such alternatives, with few other public service departments

funding their service delivery through as diverse a means. In addition, recreation

departments have a history of cooperation with voluntary not-for-profit groups with whom

they have pooled available resources.

A public recreation department, in the context of this practicum research, will refer

specihcally to the City of Winnipeg Parks and Recreation Department. According to this

department's Mission Statentent, a public sector recreation department is that

administrative unit dedicated to "contribute to the quality of life in Winnipeg by satisfying

leisure needs and by protecting the natural environment." (City of Winnipeg, 199i). In a

more general sense, however, the term will also refer to comparable municipal recreation

departments in'Western Canada, which are governed by the same mandate and concerned

with similar issues as Winnipeg's recreation depar-tment.

Voluntary Not-For-Profit Group

The term voluntary not-for-profît group refers to those groups whose mandate is to

represent the interests of particular recreation participants. They are empowered by a
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membersirip to negotiate, on the behalf of members, with the public sector recreation

department and with the local community. Voluntary not-for-profit groups are distinct in

so far as their principle motivation is service to their members, whereas the public sector is

motivated by service to the public interest and the private sector is motivated by service to

the profit margin. They are often financed by a combination of government grants and

membership fees. The terms nonprofit and voluntary will also be used to depict these

groups, even though many voluntary not-for-profit groups earn income and employ paid

professionals to carry out work for them (Saiamon, 1987).

Community Development

Community development refers to a more active form of citizen participation in the

decision making process. It involves "processes of education and empowerment by which

local people take control and responsibility for what used to be done fo them." (Fairbairn

etal, 1991, p.l2). From this perspective, community development refers to the

development of people and of quality of life, within a framework of local education and

control. This principle is based on sustainable and meaningful values and applies to any

community of any size, whether it be a town, municipality, or interest group (Fairbairn

etal,799l, pp.12-15).

Appraisal

According to Carley, appraisal refers to:

The estimation of the anticipated value or worth of a project or proposal, normally
conducted in accordance with a predefined set of criteria operationalized for
measurement. Project appraisal is a form of ex ante analysis in that it is concerned

with the future and involves the prediction of the consequences or impacts or quality of
various proposed actions or projects on the basis of some model of the courses of
action in relation to their anticipatéd future state and then comparing these futures

against terms of established criteria. koject appraisals provide information to decision

makers prior to particular actions taking place.

(Carley, 1980, pp.3l -39).
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Privatisation and Contracting Out

Privatisation refers to the shifting of some or all aspects of public services to the private

sector (Poole, 1988, p.80). According to Poole a¡d others, there a¡e several different

types of privatisation approaches, including: franchises, subsidies, vouchers, incentives,

user fees, divestiture, and contracting out (Poole, 1988, Finley, 1989, Manchester, 1989,

Doherty, 1989, Cla¡kson, 1989, and Schwartz, 1988).

When contracting out, municipal government departments "make a written, legal

agreement with a private or other organization for the delivery of a service." (Macavoy,

1989, p.145).

Coproduction

Coproduction, though simila¡ to contracting out, possesses some significantly different

attributes. Coproduction refers to public sector interactions with voluntary not-for-profit

groups, but not with private sector groups. Coproduction involves a sharing of service

delivery functions--especially during the design and delivery stages--between the public

and voluntary not-for-profit sectors. In general terms, coproduction is described as

cooperative efforts between public off,rcials on the one hand and citizens, neighbourhood

associations, community organisations, or client groups on the other, in the provision of

publ-ic services.

The operative definition of coproduction, for the purposes of this practicum, refers to a

specific form of joint effort: Coproduction is a mechanism for the design and delivery of

public services. It involves collective efforts on the part of an organised citizen group in

cooperation with a government service department. These efforts consist of citizen

participation in the delivery process, involving voluntary efforts, active behaviour on the

part of both the citizen group and the public department, and results in outcomes with a

positive impact on tlie service delivery system (Brudney & England,1983,p.63).
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CIIAPTBR T\\'O: LITIìR¡\TTIRE REVIBW

INTIIODUCTION

The intent of this chapter is to review the literature relevant to public sector and

voluntary not-for-profit sector interactions. In order to develop an appraisal technique

which will enable the City of Winnipeg Parks and Recreation Department (and other

Western Canadian recreation departments) to assess the merits of voluntary not-for-profit

group proposals for the joint delivery of recreation services, it is necessary to flrst establish

a theoretical framework for these arrangements.

The coproduction concept represents an attempt to estabiish such a framework.

Coproduction focuses on an approach to public service delivery involving constructive

relationships between public sector administrators and voluntary not-for-profit group

representatives; more efficiency, effectiveness, and responsiveness in the delivery of public

services; combined with retention of the concern for equity associated with the public

sector.

This chapter consists of a number of interrelated sections, intended to provide an

understanding of the benefi,ts and shortcomings of joint efforts. The investigation will

begin with a discussion of coproduction definitions in the literature and continue with

discussions of coproduction in municipal government services in general; coproduction in

municipal government recreation services in particular; and conclude with a discussion of

coproduction implementation concerns and how they could be reduced with the use of an

appraisal technique designed to aid implementation.
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COPRODUCTION DEFINITIONS IN TIIIì LITBRATURE

This section will discuss the evolution of the term coproduction and indicate how the

practicum's operative definition has been dete¡mined. In the process, differences between

coproduction and the more familiar terms privatisation and contracting out will be

discussed, early definitions of coproduction will be examined, and a typoiogy of

coproductive efforts will be investigated. Finally, the components of the operative

definition will be examined.

Coproduction Versus Privatisation and Contracting Out

Coproduction, as mentioned in Chapter One, differs from privatisation and contracting

out. Privatisation refers to several different types of activities concerned with shifting some

or all aspects of public services to the private sector. These activities include, among

others, contracting out. According to Beres (1986) and others (Walker, 1988, and

McFetridge, 1985), privatisation also has a more specific application concerned with the

transferring of federal and provincial government interests in Crown Corporations to the

private sector. Contracting out, on the other hand, is more applicable at the municipal

government level. Municipal governments conÍact with private sector companies to

provide publicly f,rnanced services to the community (Beres, 1986, p.54).

Early Coproduction Definitions

No consensus exists as to exactly what constitutes coproduction amongst those who

have investigated the subject. As Kiser and Percy suggest, however, "definitional

differences should not be interpreted as a fundamental weakness of the literature. The

differences a¡e not unexpected in cases where scholars are engaged in efforts to unravel,

clarify, and comprehend a complex social activity." (Kiser & Percy, 1983,p.203). Despite

the lack of consensus, as coproduction research has intensified, the definition has

continued to evolve. From its ea¡liest appeârances in the public administation literature

(Ostrom & Ostrom, 1977 and Rich, 1978), coproduction has been defined in broad,
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inciusive terms and later in more focussed, exclusive terms. Each definition concurs that,

unlike privatisation and contracting out, coproduction specifies the involvement of citizens

and citizen groups in the provision of public services. According to Brudney and England

(1983), definitions of coproduction can be grouped into one of two categories. The f,rrst

category "is predicated on the idea that citizen participation is involved in the provision of

any service." (Brudney & England, 1983, p.60). While distinguishing between citizen

contributionsto hard and sofi service delivery, researchers such as Whitaker (1980) and

Shaqp (1980) do not differentiate coproduction from other--more common--forms of citizen

participation. In this broad definition of coproduction, citizen participation in soft services

such as health ca¡e and education takes the form of a citizen-consumer following the advice

of a medicai practitioner (such as exercising, faking prescriptions, dieting), on the one

hand, and extending lessons outside of the classroom (such as doing homework), on the

other hand. Citizen participation in hard services such as police, fire, and sanitation

includes reporting crimes, equipping homes with smoke detectors, and bringing garbage

containers to the curb, respectiveiy.

The second category approaches the coproductive concept from an economic

perspective (Brudney & England, 1983, p.60). Here, researchers emphasise a blurring of

the distinction between consumption and production of services typical of traditional

economic theory. While this distinction is credible in describing market bansactions, Kj.ser

and Percy (1983) note that it does not accurately depict the process of public service

delivery. Kiser and Percy distinguish consutner producers from regular producers in

response to this shortcoming of faditional economic theory. In the production of public

services, "regular producers are understood to be the traditional service delivery

organizations and agents (e.g. local bureaucracies, street-level workers), and consumer

producers inciude clients, citizens, and neighborhood associations." (Brudney & England,

1983, p.60).
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Brudney and England illustrate the differences between regular producers and

consumer producers by comparing the dontinant modei of urban government and

participation to the coproduction model (Figures 2.I and 2.2). In the dominant--or

traditional--model of urban government, cilizen participation includes those activities

associated with policy formulation and legitimation activities. In this model, producers and

consumers of public services are represented as distinct spheres. hoducers allocate public

goods and services according to standa¡d operating procedures. Consumers respond to

this service delivery through forms of feedback external to the delivery process. Feedback

in this model consists of voting, participation on advisory boards, official complaints, and

the like (Brudney & England,1983, p.60). In the coproduction model, citizen participation

is more actively integrated into the process of designing and delivering public services.

Rather than distinct entities, here the consumer and producer spheres overlap to varying

degrees, depending on the amount of cooperation befween regular producers and consumer

producers. According to the coproduction model, feedback is internal to the process of

public service delivery.

Figure 2.1: Brudney and England's dominant model of public service delivery

(Brudney and England,1983, p.61).

Feei back
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Iìigure 2.2: Brudney and England's coproduction model of public service delivery
(Brudney and England, 1983, p.61).

Coproductive Effort Typology

From the standpoìnt of Kiser and Percy, any degree of overlap between the producer

and consumer spheres represents a coproductive activity. The inclusive nature of such a

definition would identifu "Virtually any cinzenactiviry connected directly or indirectly with

services--completing an application for assistance, refraining from littering, avoiding

dangerous parts of town, discussing a probiem with a service agent" (Brudney & England,

1983, p.61)--as coproduction. The overly wide variety of activities that some researchers

identify as constituting coproduction has led Brudney and England to delimit the term to a

more select bundle of activities, thereby making the def,rnition more useful for practitioners

and researchers. What they appear to be after is a definition of the term that distinguishes

between traditional forms of citizen participation and a form that actively involves citizens

in the day+o-day operations of public service delivery:

The coproduction model is defined by the degree of overlap between two sets of
participants--regular producers and consumers. The resulknt overlap represents
joint production of services by these two group s, or coproduction . Several
dimensions underlie this process. Coproduction consists of citizen involvement or
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participation (rather than bureaucratic responsiveness) in the delivery of urban
services. These outcomes a¡e intended to have a positive (rather than negative)
impact on service delivery patterns. Coproduction stems from voluntary
cooperation on the part of citìzens (rather than compliance with laws or city
ordinances) and involves active (rather than passive) behaviors. Both groups and
individuals may engage in coproduction, but the more important participants from
both practical and equity standpoints are collectivities.

(Brudney & England, 7983, p.63).

This definition was developed after reviewing studies by Rich, Kiser, Percy, Whitaker,

and others. In an article concerned with the interactions of the public and voluntary not-

for-profit sectors, Rich (1981) presents a host of activities that he identif,res as coproductive

(Figure 2.3). Rich inciudes activities that have detrimental effects (negative coproduction)

in addition to those that improve conditions (positive coproduction). He also identifies

intentional or unintentional inaction that can have either positive or negative consequences

(passive coproduction), along with conscious action that may also have either positive or

negative consequences (active coproduction). Additionally, Rich states that coproductive

efforts may be individual or collective endeavours (Rich, 1981, pp.61 -62.). This

definition, although conceptualiy different, is as simiiarly inclusive as Kiser and Percy's

definitions.

In an effort to develop their own typology of coproduction, Brudney and England

eiaborate on the limitations of both individual and group types of coproduction, as rvell as

the promise of the collective type of coproductive activity. They view these types of

coproduction in terms of a hierarchy. For the most part, individual forms of coproduction--

such as "turning in fire alarms, picking up litter from adjacent streets, and informing

officials of faulty traffic control equipment" (Brudney & England, 1983, p.63)--are

virtually indistinguishable from performing one's civic duty. In individuai forms of

coproduction, overlap between regular producer and consumer spheres is minimal. as are

identifiable benefits to the community. A second type of coproductive activity is that of
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group coproduction. Group coproduction "involves volunlary, active participation by a

number of citizens and may require formal coordination mechanisms between service

agents and citizen groups." (Brudney & England, 1983, p.63). The most often cited

example of group coproduction is the work of neighbourhood watch organisations in

supplementing the efforts of local police departments.

Examples of Coproduction
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Figure 2.3: Rich's coproducrion rypology (Rich, 1981, p.66).

A third type of coproductive activity, at the top of Brudney and England's hierarchy, is

that of collective coproduction. This approach rejects the dominant model and its

conception of the public service delivery environment. Instead of government delivering

services to a largely inert populace, in the collective coproduction approach, direct citizen

involvement is emphasised. The difference between this type of activity and the group type

is that collective coproduction incorporates cooperation into the design of programs, rather

than inh-oducing consumers into programs already functioning without them. Here, with

the support and sponsorship of city officials and service agents, "the degree of overlap

achieved between these two spheres...is substantial." (Brudney & England,1983,p.64).
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Brudney and England, in defining coproduction and providing a typology of the

concept, emphasise three inten'elated distinctions. The first distinguishes between the

dominant model of public service delivery and the coproduction model. The second

distinction sets individual and group forms of coproduction apart from collective

coproduction. The third, and most vital from the standpoint of this practicum, is the

distinction between traditional forms of citizen participation and the coproduction form.

The dominant model of public service delivery limits the amount of citizen participation to

prescribed stages in the process. In contrast, the coproduction model envisions cittzen and

public service department contributions as components of the same process, most

significantly in the design and delivery sûages. Individual and group forms of coproduction

are limited by a lack of effect on--and coordination with--the public sector departments.

Collective coproduction forms of citizen participation, due to the inco¡poration of citizen

efforts in all stages of the process, have an effect on public sector departments in direct

proportion to the leve1 of coordination behveen them. The key to the first two distinctions.

then, is the third distinction--between citizen participation and coproduction. In

coproduction, the concept of citizen participation is transformed from a useful form of

advice for public sector departments (at best), or a necessary evil (at worst), into an

indispensable aspect of the process of public service delivery.

Operative Definition of Coproduction

Research into the potential for coproduction in public service delivery has progressed in

several directions. Chief among them are the ways in which citizen actions can and do

affect the provision of municipal services. In other cases, research has focussed on

implementing the coproduction model in order to achieve service delivery goals. A third

research area involves the relationship betu,een coproduction and the concept of community

development. Coproduction, f¡om this perspective, represents "a partial redirection away

from services being ha¡ded down to citizens by public agencies and towa¡d individuals and
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groups assuming greater responsibiliry for can-ying out local-level functions." (Sundeen,

1985, p.389). An understanding of coproduction as a grass-roots, rather than top-down,

approach to citizen participation is a necessary component of a definition of coproductive

activities.

With Brudney and England's definition in mind, the operative definition of

coproduction to be utilised for the bala¡ce of this practicum is as follows:

Coproducrion is a mechanism for the desigrt arul deliveD, of public services. It
involves collective efforts on th¿ part of an organised citizen. group in cooperationwith
a govern.ment service departntent. These efforts consist of citizcn pafticípation in the
delivery process, involving volunlary effons, active behaviour on the part of both the
citizen group and the public depamnent, and results ìn outcontes with a positìve impatt
on the scrvice delivery systetn.

Though similar, this def,inition is more specific than Brudney and England's definition. The

operative definition, like Brudney and England's, includes citizen participation, positive

impacts on the service delivery system, voluntary efforts on the part of ciÛzenparticipants,

and active behaviour on the part of both citizen participants and the public department. The

key difference is that, while Brudney and England slress the prominence of coilectivities,

they also include individuai and group types of activities in their definition. In the operative

definition, only collective efforts--where citizen groups are involved in every stage of the

design and delivery of public services--are included.

COPRODUCTION IN MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT SERVICES

Municipal governments are responsible for ensuring that certain goods and services

necessary for the welfare of the community are distributed equitably, regardless of income

or other economic and social factors. Equity, in this context, does not mean equal

Íeatment of everyone. Instead, municipal governments are enjoined to "treat people in

equivalent situations equally, and to treat people who a¡e not in equivalent situations

unequally (that is, be fair and reasonable)." (Doern & Phidd, 1983, p.55). This
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responsibility is complicated by the demands particular citizens and citizen groups make on

municipai government adminislrators. In order to determine a judicious course of action,

adminisffators must weigh the special needs of a particular group against the needs of the

community in its entirety.

Municipal governments have been involved in coproductive efforts with voluntary not-

for-profit groups for some time, even if the term itself is unfamilia¡. This involvement

does not always reflect a judicious course of action, nor does it necessarily follow from a

process of weighing group and community needs- In order to determine why municipal

governments a¡e invoived in coproductive efforts, this section will investigate government

approaches to citizen participation, the relationship between municipal government and

voluntary not-for-profit groups, and the incentives for and disincentives against municipai

government involvement in coproductive efforts.

Governments and Citizen Participation

Citizen participation should not be perceived as being inherently good. In fact, many

activities or events promoted as citizen participation actually exploit participants, rather than

empowff participating individuals and groups. Arnstein's Lalder of Citizen Parcicipaion

(1969), with each rung representing (as one moves up the ladder) a higher level of citizen

empowermenL encourages an understanding of the variety of activities described as citizen

participation (Figure 2.4). ErnpowernænÍ , the redistribution of power from a power-elite

to those have-nots affected by decisions but usually excluded from decision making, and

participation can often refer to entirely different processes.

Arnstein cautions that "the eight-rung ladder is a simplification, but it helps to illustrate

the point that...there are significant gradations of citizen participation." (Arnstein,1969,

p.2I7), a point not always recognised or acknowledged by researchers and decision

makers. At the bottom of the ladder (rungs 1 through 5) are rypes of citizen participation

that are either nonparticipatory or representative of tokenism. it is only when one reaches
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the top three rungs (6 through 8) that citizens a¡e actually empowered to any degree.

Arnstein's seminal article, a classic in the research fieid of community development. has led

to a variely of interpretations of the relations between public sector departments and citizens

or ciLizen groups. Susskind and Elliot (1983), in a study of European urban redevelopment

issues, developed their own cittzen participation typology.
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Figure 2.4: Arnstein's Ladderof Cirizen Participation (Arnstein,1969,p.2t7).

Documentation and analysis of the role of citizens in the production of public services

has been neglected until recently. Susskind and Elliot have investigated efforts to enhance

the effectiveness of local government, "through increased public involvement in the

organization and management of public services" (Susskind & Elliot, i983, p.ix). They
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begin with definitions of ctttzen participation and citizen action, and then proceed to

distinguish three patterns of participation: paternalism, conflict, and coproduction.

Citizen pafticipation exists when "residents or consumers of public services

supplement the normal machinery of representative democracy by their involvement in local

planning or decision-making....Participation can take the form of blue-ribbon advisory

committees or collaborative processes in which some actual sharing of porver occurs."

(Susskind & Elliot, 1983, p.x). Citizen action, on the other hand, emerges "when

residents or consumers organize themselves to oppose the programs or priorities

established by local officials or administrators." (Susskind & Elliot, 1983, p.x). The

distinction is made because, while participation implies a common ground where citizens

are invited to meet with and influence public officials, citizen action occurs when this

invitation either has not been extended or is refused by citizens on the basis that no such

common ground exists.

The patterns of citizen participation outlined by Susskind and Elliot represent three

different levels of relations berr¡¿een citizens and the public sector, although one level does

not necessarily follow a¡rother in an inevitable evolution or devolution of forms. Nor does

the existence of cittzen participation preciude concurrent citizen action, or vice versa.

Paterrutlism closely resembles the first few rungs of A¡nstein's ladder. This pattern

conceives of municipal government administrators as responsible for the design and

delivery of services to a cítizewy whose role is confined to demanding, consuming, and

evaluating them. Consequently, citizens are not expected "to participate in the actual

implementation of services or to affect resulting production eff,rciencies." (Brudney ,1984,

p.a68). This conception of citizens, with their participation restricted to public hearings,

review boards, and planning meetings, reinforces the counterproductive image public

officials have of them (Benveniste, 1990,pp.44-49).
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'When municipai government decision making is highly centralised and input from

citizens is discouraged, discounted, or discredited, a paternalistic pattern of citizen

participation exists. Public administrators who subscribe to this view of citizen

involvement argue that "legislative and executive control over the allocation of resources is

crucial to the just and equitable distribution of goods and services." (Susskind & Elliot,

1983, p.6). Here, direct involvement of citizens in public policy making is perceived by

public off,icials as costly and counterproductive. Here, too, citizens are controlled by

govemment officials in terms of when and how they can voice their concerns (Susskind &

Elliot, 1983, pp.6-7).

Conflict also occurs in circumstances where centraiised decision making is dominant

but, in these cases, citizens openly struggle with public administrators to gain control over

certain decisions. Common forms of citizen conflict include petitions, demonstrations,

court action, and--on occasion--vioience. Residents and consumers, in conflict with local

government, "band together to contest government actions they think will affect them

adversely." (Susskind & Elliot, i983, p.9). On occasion, citizen participation techniques

are successful in addressing the concerns of affected citizens. At other times, public

officials refuse to acknowledge that the needs or conc,erns of one interest group should

allow that group a disproportionate role in decision making.

The third pattern of participation that Susskind and Eliiot distinguish is coproduction .

Coproduction is characterised by situations in which "decisions are made through face-to-

face negotiation between decision-makers and those residents claiming a major stake in

particular decisions." (Susskind & Eliiot, 1983, p.x). In such cases, public administrators

and citizen groups accept not only the legitimacy of each others' involvement in the process

of deciding but also that "residents or consumers might share responsibility (along rvith

government) for the production of services or the management of the developmental

process." (Susskind & Elliot, 1983, p.13).
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l\{unicipal Government and Voluntary Not-For-Profit Group Relations

Much has been written about citizen participation in public services; less research has

been devoted to the interactions between voluntary not-for-profìt groups and public service

departments. Empowerment and coproduction involve positive, productive interactions.

In keeping with the operative definition of coproduction, these interactions consist of

public-voluntary not-for-profit cooperation--rather than the actions of individual citizen

participants. Interactions between public departments and voluntary not-for-profit groups

are nothing new. Salamon attributes the prevalence of these ínteractions to a beneficial

blend of each sectors' strengths and weaknesses in deiivering services (Salamon, 1981,

pp.107-1 i0). Instead of a single hierarchic, bureaucratic service provider, with the help of

voluntary not-for-profit groups "a sharing of responsibilities among public and private

institutions and a pervasive blending of public and private roles" occurs (Salamon, 198'7,

p.1 10). The coordination of agencies in the distribution of goods and services complicates

management accounlability and control, but it also has some benef,rts. As Salamon ståtes,

this blending of pubiic service departments and voluntary not-for-profrt groups "makes it

possible to set priorities through a democratic process while leaving the actual operation of

the resulting pubiic programs to smaller-scaie organizations closer to the problems being

addressed." (Salamon, 1987, p. 1 10).

Among the sfengths of the voluntary not-for-profit sector is its capacity to adjust its

service delivery approaches more readily in response to client needs. Voluntary not-for-

profit groups also operate on a smaller, more personal scale than public departments and

provide a degree of competition among service providers. Voluntary not-for-prof,rt groups

do, however, have a number of weaknesses in terms of responding to the needs of citizens.

The voluntary not-for-profit sector is limited in its ability to raise funding, has buiit-in

biases, is prone to self-defeating paternalism, and has been associated with sub-

professional levels of service (Saiamon, i987, p.113).
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The public sector, on the other hand, complements these voluntary not-for-profit sector

weaknesses with strengths of its own. The public sector generates a reiiable source of

revenues, sets priorities and policies on the basis of equitable distribution, provides social

services as a right rather than as a privilege, and institutes standards of service provision.

It seems sensible, from this standpoint, to encourage the cooperation of public departments

and voluntary not-for-profit groups. Unfortunately, perhaps as a result of a lack of

research in the a¡ea of government-voluntary not-for-profit relations, meaningful and

coherent standards have not been developed to guide such interactions.

The public sector's desire for economy, efficiency, equity, and accountabilify must be

tempered by the voluntary not-for-profit sector's need for a degree of self-determination

and independence from government conÍol. The voluntary not-for-profit sector's desire

for independence must, in turn, be tempered by the public sector's need to achieve

equitabie distribution of public resources (Salamon, 1987 , pp.l13-114). The interest that

public administrators and researchers have shown in coproduction concerns its potential

efficacy as a mechanism to achieve a balance between the needs of the public sector and

those of the voluntary not-for-profit sector, and--ultimately--the needs of citizens.

Satisfying the needs of citizens is an important consideration of the public sector. How

government administrators have assumed this responsibility and how they exercise it are

also important considerations.

Municipal Government Involvement in Coproductive Efforts

The coproduction approach to delivering public services has been applied to a number

of service areas. A 1982 survey by the International City Management Association

(Shulman, 1982) determined that locai governments have implemented coproduction

programs in the areas of public works and transporlation, public safety, health and human

services, cultural and arts programs, and parks and recreation. Citizens participate, for

example, in neighbourhood associations that increase surveillance activities and thereby

assist police officers in performing safety and security services. Volunteer tour guides at
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galleries and museums have allowed agency workers to concentrate on other tasks,

requiring higher skill levels. Residents have also contributed to the ongoing upkeep of

neighbourhood parks, allowing agency staff to achieve higher standards of maintenance.

Incentives for the application of a coproductive effort to a service delivery system

usually focus on its potential for increasing eff,rciency and effectiveness. Whether or not

that potential is being fulfilled is somewhat uncerlain, according to Thomas, "because of

the limited evidence available on the actual extent and effects of coproduction." (Thomas,

1987, p.95). Brudney considers efficiency and effectiveness from the standpoint of the

four major benefits that coproduction is said to encourage, for both public service

departments and citizens. The benefits are: "expansion of services, greatff cost efficiency,

promotion of citizenship, and increased governmental responsiveness to community needs

and preferences." (Brudney, 1989, p.516).

Increased cost efficiency, through the application of the coproduction approach, is

associated with the substitution of public service department staff efforts by citizen

volunteers. The costs are not eliminated from the program, they a¡e instead shifted to the

citizen who volunteers his or her time and abilities to the program. Because volunteer

citizens have not been trained and iack the experience of paid personnel, they may not be as

productive as department s[aff. Even with this caveat "The potential return on investment

on resources put into organizing coproductive activity is probably greater than the relurn to

be expected from resources put into additional service delivery equipmenl facilities or

personnel." (Rich, i978, p.10).

Expansion of services resulting from coproductive activities relates to incre¿sed service

delivery effectiveness. Brudney contends that "the addition of citizens' inputs to those of

government agencies increases the resources devoted to producing services and, thus, the

level of service delivery that can be attained." (Brudney, 1989, p.516). Citizen

involvement with neighbourhood security efforts, neighbourhood clean-up campaigns, and
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student tutoring not only supplements public sector programs but at times extends into

service levels rvhich could not be met without citrzen participation.

Coproduction also has the potential to increase the responsiveness of service agencies

to the needs and wants of the community. With public sector staff working with citizen

volunteers on a day-to-day basis, evaluation of services becomes more closely integrated

with delivery. Feedback on service objectives and achievements is more immediate, since

it is internal to the service delivery process.

Coproduction, through the involvement of citizens in the design and delivery of

services, more closely links citizens to their community. According to Percy (1984) and

Brudney (i989), cooperative efforts to deliver services foster a better understanding of

their community and the nature of the service delivery system (on the part of citizens) and

instill a sense of responsibility torvards the community and the preferences of its residents

(on the part of public administrators). Sundeen, in a 1985 study, examines the ties

belween coproduction and the concept of community. One of the potential consequences of

coproduction, according to his findings, is a rediscovery of the community. In this sense,

coproduction "represents a partial redirection away from services being handed down to

citizens by public agencies...toward groups assuming greater responsibility for carrying

out local-level functions." (Sundeen, 1985, p.389).

Mindful of Thomas's warning about unwarranted praise for coproductive activities,

along with the incentives for coproduction there exist some disincentives for--or obstacles

to--this approach. In the implementation of coproduction programs, government officials

and cittznns will encounter obstacies in five main areas: service equity, public employee

resistance, funding, applicability limitations, and the potential cooptation of citizen group

interests (Brudney, 1989, pp.5 i 8-52 i).
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To the degree that coproduction can be said to increase the quality or quantity of public

services consumed by citizen participants, programs of this nature threaten to rewa¡d

disproportionately those individuais and groups in a better position to participate. Those

with more time, better education, and a higher income could conceivably have an advantage

over less forcunate groups. If this is the case, then existing differences in the quantity and

quality of services would be exacerbated by the application of a coproductive sbategy.

Public administrators and employees have concerns about the possibility that

coproduction could be a threat to their credibility and livelihood. Cinzen involvement, from

this perspective, could make the service delivery process unnecessarily cumbersome,

require a restructuring of service department hierarchies, undermine authority, or lead to

job security fears (Brudney, 1989, p.519).

Coproduction is not without costs, to the cíttzen or to the pubiic service department.

While volunteer participants a.re somewhat less concerned with calculating the costs of their

involvement, public service department personnel have some misgivings. Support for

coproduction from the public department, whether through administrative, f,rnancial, or

promotional help, is a ne¡essary part of the success of most programs. Rosentraub and

Warren (1987) cite a case of políce and citizen coproductive efforts to limit household

robberies. When police departments withdrew their sponsorship of a program to engrave

valuables, citizen participation fell substantially.

The application of coproduction to public service delivery is limited, according to

Brudney (1989), by two sets of considerations. The first consideration responds to

Sundeen's (1985) assertion that, because different communities have varying levels of

cohesion, capacities to coproduce services differ. The second consideration concerns the

skills necessary to produce certain services. Due to the technical nature of some forms of

public service--such as infrastructure repair or building inspection and assessment--

potentiai for the participation of citizens is ljmited.
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Voluntary not-for-profit groups, by participating in government sponsored

coproductive efforts, could weaken their organisational effectiveness. Groups can be

diverted from their primary focus by attempting to work in cooperation with a public

service department (Susskind & Elliot, 1983). Because public service departments provide

the greater share of the funding for most coproductive efforts, they are politically

empowered to set the operating procedures according to their liking. Preoccupation with

following externally developed procedures, at the expense of their normal activities, can

lead to cooptation of volunta¡y not-for-profit group interests by the public service

departmenL

Although these obstacles to the successful implementation of coproduction into public

service delivery should be acknowledged, they should not be perceived as insurmountabie

barriers. Instead, both voluntary not-for-profit groups and public service departments

should be aware of them and prepared to deal with them. With respect to the five

disincentives discussed by Brudney (1989), each can be overcome provided the voluntary

not-for-profit groups and public service departments involved are aware of their roles in

coproductive efforts and, in turn, the objectives that they hope to achieve by assuming

these roles, vis-a-vis the delivery of services.

In order to negate or--at least--reduce public sector staff resistance to coproduction, the

relationship between the voluntary not-for-profit group and the public service department

must be clearly established. If both parties to the coproductive effort are aware of thei¡

respective roles, and thei¡ responsibilities a¡e delineated in preparation for service delivery

changes, then the threat to the public employee or administrator is reduced--along with

potential procedural deiays.

lævine (1984) states that, in order for coproduction to be successfully implemented, a

public service department must develop a service delivery structure that invites

experimenlation and innovation in the methods used for making decisions and deliverirg

services. An environment where citizens, employees. and public administrators are willing
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to try new methods is a necessary factor for encouraging coproduction. Also necessary is

an environment which views cilizen participation as an integral--rather than rnarginai--

component of the service delivery system. Another key factor in successfully

in-rplementing coproduction is the attitude of public service department personnel. While it

may be detrimental to attempt to actively solicit voluntary not-for-profit group participation

(due to the associated threat of cooptation) the public service department nevertheless must

be ready and willing to support coproductive efforts when it is approached with proposals.

COPRODUCTION IN MTINICIPAL GOVERNMBNT RECREATION
SERVICES

The intention of this section is to determine why public reffeation departments are

involved in coproduction. In addition to the question of why they are involved, this

enquiry will examine with whom public recreation departments are involved and how

coproductive efforts are administered. An illustrative exampie of a coproduction approach

to recreation service provision will also be discussed.

Reasons for Public Recreation Involvement in Coproduction

The interest that public ræreation departments have exhibited in coproductive efforts

can be faced to two issues in the f,reld of public recreation services. The first of these

issues concerns the continual budget reshaints that most public recreation departments have

experienced in the past decade. The trend of unprecedented growth and expansion during

the 1960s and 1970s was reversed, Ieading to a reevaluation of the justification for future

recreation services. From the early 1980s onwards, public recreation adminishators began

to recognise that "their services could no longer be justified solely on the basis of meeting

public demand." (Harper, 1986, p.18). Although the funding previously available for

recreation services is becoming more scarce, recreation participants and other citizens

continue to demand more and better services.
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The second issue confronting public recreation departments concerns their roie in

relation to their communilies. The initial establishment of public recreation departments in

Canada is closeiy associated with the efforts of volunteers. Citizen groups in many

Canadian municipalities were responsible for the earliest organised resreation opportunities

in these c¡mmunities. Public recreation departmens originally worked in cooperation with

community centre volunteers to supplement the services they provided (City of Winnipeg,

1980, p.7). The departments gradually assumed more responsibility for the direct

provision of recreation services, in an effort to make them more equitabie and less

parochia-l. Public recreation departments began to focus on opportunities for women,

seniors, the disadvantaged, and others who had been neglected by community centres

(which catered to young, competitive men). In recent years, the merits and practicatity of

expanding the direct provision of services by recreation departments "have been questioned

and in many communities municipal authority has moved away from acting as a direct

provider and has become an enabler." (City of Winnipeg,1987,p.2).

Rather than assume full responsibility for the provision of recreation services to their

communities, public recreation departments began to investigate a role of enabling or

facilitating citizens and citizen groups to meet their own recreation needs. Research

attempting to establish who in a community benehts from recreation services and what the

public recreation department's role should be in delivering various services to the

community led to the development of a leisure services continuum (Crompton, 1980,

Murphy, 1980, Soles, 1982, and Beres, 1985). Crompton, in attempting to determine

how to charge for public services, distinguishes who benefits from a public service and to

what degree. In his continuum (Figure 2.5), services deemed to benefit the whole

communily are referre.d to as public services. When a service benefits the participant

primariiy and the communiry to a lesser extent, the service is called amerít service. At the

other end of the continuum are Priv,ate services, which refer to those whose benef,its are

derived only by the participant.
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Murphy discusses the roles that a public resreation department chooses to assume in

relation to the community. He describes three roles for a public recreation department

(Figure 2.6). In the direct service role the recreation department "takes exclusive

responsibility for planning and organizing programs, scheduling areas and facilities, and

developing organizational priorities." (Murphy, 1980, p.202). The brokzr role involves

the department acting as an information source and referral service, matching communily

needs with the resources of all recreation providers in the community. The enabler role

relies on the capabilities of the community to determine its own needs a¡d an understanding

on the paft of department staff that "no one agency, relying on its own resourc€s, can
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possibly meet all the leisure needs of a community." (Murphy, 19g0, p.203). In an

enabling capacity, the public recreâtion department recognises that "public involvement at

all levels is critÌ.cal to developing viable program services or helping participants function

effectively." (Murphy, 1980, p.203). As Hunter points out, a recreation department

should not perceive its role as that of either direct provider or enabler. Instead, it must

determine who benefits from a particular service it provides and rvhether it should provide

that service directly or through facilitation (Hunter, 1986, p.l2).

Leir^ure service Delivery system-Approaches to program Delivery

---Direct Broker Enabler____-_-_Service (lnformation Community
and Referrul) Catalyst

Figure 2.6: Murphy's three alternative roles for a pubiic recreation department (Murphy,
1980, p.202).

A recreation department's decision to become involved in coproductive efforts depends

upon how it defines its role and who benefits from the delivery of various recreation

services--even if the renewed interest in this form of service delivery has initially been

caused by budget restraint. In addition, since municipal recreation departments are

responsible for providing public services in the same manner as other municipal service

departments, their interest in coproduction involvement should reflect one or severai of

Brudney's incentives. Discussed in detail in the previous section, Brudney's incentives for

public sector involvement in coproductive efforts are: "expansion of services. greater cost

efficiency, promotion of citizenship, and increased governmental responsiveness to

community needs and preferences." (Brudney, i989, p.516).
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Public Recreation Partners in Coproduction

Public recreation departments are invoived in coproductive efforts with several types of
voluntary not-for-profit groups. In addition to community centres, they are involved with

"youth serving organizations, church sponsored organizations, social and fraternal

organizations, activity centered ciubs, and organizations for special groups." (Harper,

1986, p.20). In the case of Regina, these include "organizations such as the yMCA,

YwcA, Youth unlimited, Rainbow youth, Boy Scouts, Girl Guides, Sports

otganizations, Cultural organizations, Recreation for Disabled to name a few." (Harper,

1986, p.20)' Other public recreation departments in Canada are involved with similar

groups in their own municipaiities.

A Coproduction Approach Example

læase agreements befween public recreation departments and voluntary not-for-profi.t

groups provide evidence of the existence of coproductive efforts. They also indicate how

these endeavours are administered. Assuming that the department has established its role

with reqpect to coproductive efforts and has determined its objectives for participating with

voluntary not-for-profit groups, then it should be in a position to negotiate with a group

concerning a particular project. Before agreement can be reached between the department

and the voluntary not-for-profit group on the conditions of the agreæment, however, a

number of other factors require consideration.

The City of Richmond Parks and Leisure Services Department considers the

preparation of a lease agreement to be a diff,rcult process. Before reaching an agreement,

"Both parties invoived need to be clear on the basic intention of the agreement, the goals of

each party in relation to the partnership, what items a¡e to be included, and how these items

a¡e to be included." (Parsons, 1990, p.l7). Richmond Pa¡ks and 1æisure Services, like

other public recreation departments in Canada, has a history of operating community cenfe

facilities as a joint venture with community associations. Until recently, most of the
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agreements befween the pubiic recreation department and the community associations were

little more than verbai agreements, providing broad guidelines within which each partner

could function (Parsons, 1990, p.16). In order to clarify the roles and responsibilities of

the partners to the agreements, the recreation department initiated a¡ issue by issue review

in preparation for the development of formal lease agreements.

The Richmond review process focuses on the role definition issue of why public

recreation departments a¡e involved in coproductive efforts, rathq than the budget reslraint

issue. With respect to the question of who it is involved with, the recreation department

identified the community associations in Richmond as its partners in coproduction. It then

turned its attention to overhauling its iease agreements with these community associations.

This overhaul addresses matters concerned with how the recreation department has chosen

to administer coproductive efforts.

Parsons's article illustrates how a municipal resreation department has grappled with

the questions of why, with whom, and how it is invotved in coproductive efforts.

Presumably, other public recreation departments in Canada also deal with coproductive

efforts in as carefui and thorough a manner. Evidence from the literature to support this

presumption is minimal. Without access to further documentation one can only speculate

about the approaches to coproductive efforts assumed by other public recreation

departments. In order to gather additional information, a questionnai¡e has been designed

and distributed to public recreation department administrators in Western Canada (see

Chapter Three).

II\{PLEN{ENTATION CONCERNS AND THE APPLICATION OF AN
APPRAISAL TECHNIQUII

As noted in Chapter One, public recreation department involvement in coproductive

efforts is ad hoc and sporadic. The connection between policies encouraging coproduction

and programs that demonsûate coproduction attributes is often tenuous. In some instances,
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the coproductive efforts predate the policies developed to encourage and coordinate them.

These and subsequent coproductive efforts run the risk of not con-esponding to the

department's mandate or objectives for coproduction participation. Like other public

recreation deparlments, the City of Winnipeg Parks and Recreation Department requires the

means to coordinate the service delivery efforts that it undertakes in cooperation with

voluntary not-for-profit groups. An appraisal technique, which will enable the department

to assess the merits of voluntary not-for-profit group proposals for the joint delivery of

recreation services, represents the means to coordinate and administer these efforts.

Before such an appraisal technique can be developed it is necessary to establish what is

meant by appraisal in this context and how the æchnique will function in a public recreation

department service environment. This section rvill concentrate on answering these

questions. Crucial in developing a successfui technique is that it respect the public

recreation department's decision making context. Without this respect for context, the

technique will not be considered useful by participants in a coproduction proposal scenario

and will, therefore, collect dust. This section will discuss implementation concenìs, define

the appraisal technique and i¡rtroduce its function, and examine an illusfative example of a

recreation evaluation technique.

Implementation Concerns

In their discussion of implementation obstacles, Hogwood and Gunn state that "'Where,

as is often the case in practice, implementation requires not only a complex series of events

and linkages but also agreement at each event among a large number of participants, then

the probability of a successful or even a predictable outcome must be further reduced."

(Hogwood & Gunn, 1983, p.202). Service delivery approaches which rely on agencies

external to the public sa-vice department tend to be more complicated and, thus, more prone

to breakdorvn.
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Kettl refers to an-angements rvhere voluntary not-for-profit groups assume all or part of

the responsibility for policy implementation, as government by proxy (Kettl, i988).

Voiuntary not-for-profit group involvement in the design and delivery of public services

makes demands on policy makers to devise strategies to achieve effective performance and

accounlabiiity standards. Once voluntary not-for-profit groups become responsible for

service delivery, the service moves beyond direct public service department control. When

voluntary not-for-profit group personnel assume responsibility for policy implementation,

public service departments are dependent on them, ultimately, for the quality and

responsiveness of services. l-acking unilateral conhol, public service departments require

mechanisms "to ensure that the exercise of nonprofit discretion remains consistent with

goals and values of public endeavors." (Brudney, 1990, p.81). Thus, in determining

appraisa-l procedures to measure the success or merit of a public policy, the public service

department must consider not only its own objectives but those of voluntary not-for-profit

participants in coproductive efforts, as weli.

Appraisal Technique Definition and Function

Evaluation may be applied at several different stages of the policy development process.

Nijkamp etal state that "Evaiuation can be considered as a continuous activity which takes

place during a planning process." (Nijkamp etal, 1990, p.Iz). Public services can be

evaluated from a number of perspectives. They distinguish between ex post and ex ante

forms of evaluation, as well as implicit and explicit forms. In contrast to ex post

evaluation, which focuses on "the analysis of the (actual) policies (plans, projects and

suchlike) that have aiready been implemented", ex ante evaluation "deâls with expected and

foreseeable effects of policies which are not (yet) implemented." (Nijkamp etal, 1990,

p.15). Consequently, an ex ante evaluation has a forward looking nature, whereas an ex

post evaluation is backwa¡d looking.

Explicit evaluation involves a distinct systematic analysis "whereby the activities are

focussed on the transparency and accountability of the final results." (Nijkamp etal, 1990,
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p.16). An impiicit evaluation focuses, on the contrary, on "the consensus of thought,

whereby attention is directed toward the participation of--and negotiations between--al1

parties concerned." (Nijkamp etal, 1990, p.16). Implicit forms consist of "a continuing,

active participation of social groups and government agencies." (Nijkamp etal, 1990,

p.16). For the purposes of coordinating coproductive efforts involving public recreation

departments and voluntary not-for-profit groups, the evaluation process would more

closely resemble the implicit form. That the appraisal technique will serve to assess

voluntary not-for-profit group proposals before public recreation department personnel

authorise coproductive effort operation, suggests that it wiil be an ex ante form of

evaluation--consistent with Carley's (1980) definition of project appraisal, cited in Chapter

One.

Worthen and Whyte are concerned with the inadequate processes available to public

sector department personnel for assessing proposals from outside agencies (Worthen &

Whyte, 1987). They are primarily interested in the relationship between funding agencies

and the groups who actually deliver program services. Although not precisely consistent

with coproductive effort relations, their research focus is comparable. They have

determined that, "though the process of distributing money from large blocks into smalier

programs and projects has beæn going on for decades, there are remarkably few published

guidelines about how it can be done most effectively." (Worthen & Whyte, L987, p.2).

The development of proposal guidelines has a dual pu¡pose: improving the quality of

outside agency proposals and making proposal assessment by public service department

personnel more consistent and, thereby, more precise.

In circumslances where outside agencies are responsible for delivering public service,

"it is patently ciear that processes aimed at improving the quality of competitive proposals

are necessary precwsors to the establishment of effective social programs." (Worthen &

Whyte, 1987,p.2). lacking guidelines and techniques for assessing proposals, public
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service department staff "must frequently rely on trial and error or 'iea¡n as you go'

procedures to decide how to solicit and review proposals." (Worthen &.Whyte, 1987,

p.3). Such an approach could prove to be costly and time consuming, in addition to the

possibility that the best proposal might still be overlooked.

in response to Worthen and Whyte's study, the Utah State Office of Fducation states

that "the existence of a systematic process for soiiciting, reviewing, and selecting

competitive proposals is related to submission of better quality proposals." (Worthen &

Whyte, 1987 , p.9). If potential participants are aware of what is expected of them and on

what basis proposals will be judged, the probability that proposals rvill be better increases.

In additíon, such a system would minimise the possibility of political considerations and

individual influence (such as the "old boy nerwork") playing a role in the selection process.

Given that the purpose of a proposal appraisal is to select those applicants who are best

qualified to accomplish the objectives of the policy, "there is no reason to play games with

applicants by leaving them to guess what it is reviewers will value higtrly or the process

they will use in judging proposals." (worthen & whyte, 1987, p.15). Instead, in the

interests of receiving better proposals and providing department staff with the means to

better assess them, the use of a systematic appraisal technique would ultimately resuit in

better quality services for the communify.

Recreation Evaluation Technique Erample

An example of an evaluation technique utilised by public recreation departments is

Beres's Basic Services Model. Based on the work of Crompton and Murphy discussed in

the previous sertion, Beres's model has been adapted for use by several public recreation

departments in Western Canada (Minshall. i9S5). This model has not been developed

specifically for assessing coproductive effort proposals, but it may be useful in developing

an appraisal technique that wouid serve this tunction.
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The Basic Services Model priorises the services that a pubiic recreation department

delivers, in order to determine whether a service shouid be provided and, if so, the extent

to which the service should be supported by the municipal government. Beres uses "a

system of evaluo.tit¡n criteria and scoring ¡natrices to priorize services." (Minshall, 1985,

p.41). There are three evaluation criteria: must, want, and feasibility. The must cntenon,

requiring a yes or no response, enquires whether or not the service being evaluated is

"consistent with the overall beliefs (philosophy) of the sponsoring agency." (Minshall,

1985, p.41). If it is not consistent with the department's philosophy, then the evaluation is

discontinued along with municipal government support for the service. if it is consistent,

tlren the evaluation continues with the want critÊrra.

Beres distinguishes f,rve want criteria: social desirability, accessibility, potential for

human development, safety, and meeting a specific need (Figure 2.7). The flrst three

criteria are further specified and divided into five components. Each criterion is measured

on a four point scale. They have been subjectively selected. This subjectiviry is repeated in

the analysis of the want criteria. As Minshall states, "the structure of this model and these

criteria are such that subjective evaluation can be used." (Minshall, 1985, p.42). In fact,

subjective evaluation must be used since merit is judged according to staff opinion of the

service.

The want criteria a¡e scored on a scale of 0-20. If the total for the service being

evaluated is 12 or higher, thenthefeasibiliry criterion is appiied. The feasibility criterion,

which also requires a yes or no response, examines the service "rvithin the context of

present time and conditions." (Minshall, 1985, p.42). This criterion thereby considers the

current needs of the community and the resources available to meet those needs. Provided

that the service has been deemed feasible, the service is then located on a basic service scale

to determine what percentage of service costs will be borne by the recreation department

(Figure 2.8).
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Criteria
Number Criteria Description

A

1

a MUST criteria
philosophical fit YEST NoE

N.B. if yes, then continue evaluation o 1 2 4 fiml æqo
for "rcrú qitqi¡

B

2.

a WANT criteria
socially worthwhile

final we
lo¡ 2

a) leadership
b) voluntarism
c)social skills
d) values
e) intergeneration

sub-total (add a to e)

final score-divide by 5

ó. reasonable accessibility

firul scqe
for 3

a) capacity
b) charge
c) transportation
d) threshold cost
e) barriers

sub-total (add a to e)

final score - divide by 5

4 human development

f¡ru| soG
for 4

a) well-being
b) skills
c) decision making
d) challenge
e) leaming

sub-totãl (add a to e)

final score - divide by 5

5. safety

6. need

combined score for the fìve "want" criteria

c 7. fea sibility YEST NoT

F\gure 2.7: Beres's Basic Services Model Evaluation Matrix (Minshall, 1985,p.42).
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beyond basic services

PRIVATE

5o%-*---no s u b s i dy -------------¡subsidy

1oo% B¿% 60% 4¿%

rl
20% oX

no subsidy
l+-percentage of subsidy

as shown
basic
servíces

Figure 2.8: Beres's Basic services continuum (Minshall, r9g5,p.44).

With some modification, Minshall believes that any recreation service can be assessed

with the application of the Basic Services Model. Though an onerous task for department

personnel, the public recreation departments which have applied the model indicate that it
yields useful and valuable information. The trick, then, is to modify this model or to
develop a simila¡ appraisal technique to fit the purpose of assessing voluntary not-for-profit

group proposals for coproduction. Such a technique would function to assess proposals

with respect to the particular opportunities, constraints, benefits, costs, and issues

characteristic of coproductive efforts. This represents a difficult task without a close

relationship between the recreation department and potential voluntary not-for-prof,rt group

partners, which is sought by most departments and demonsfrated by the Richmond parks

and Leisure Services Department. Since research into this type of service delivery is

I

10
I

basic service

PRIVATE
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limited in the recreation fieid, it is necessary to estabiish the status of coproduction by

contâcting practi tìoners directly.
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CIIAP'IER TIIIì.EIi: QuIlsl'Iol.lNAIRIì DES IGN ANI) ANA LysIS

INTRODUCl'ION

This chapter descrjbes and analyses the purpose, design, and resuits of a questionnaire

sent to eight public recreation departments in Western Canada. Several questions were

derived from the literature review, namely: if public recreation departments are involved in

coproductive efforts, why are they involved, with whom are they involved, how are

coproductive efforts administered, and how are coproductive proposals evaluated?

It was assumed that the experiences of practitioners couid supplement and enhance the

framework, establìshed in the literature review, for developing an appraisal technique for

voluntary not-for-profit groups involved in the delivery of pubiic recreation services. The

questionnaire, therefore, represents a iink between the theory and practise of coproduction

in the delivery of public recreation services.

Using the questionnaire as a tool to develop the appraisal technique, in addition to

incorporating the framework derived from the literature review, evolved as a result of

consultation with the practicum committee. It was originally intended to involve

practitioners more informally as the appraisal technique was being designed, in order to

supplement the literalure review (see Appendix A). It was also envisaged that they couid

critique and refine the methodology on the basis of practise and experience, once a draft

appraisal had been prepared.

However, in early 7992, it was decided that collecting data from public recreation

departments in a consistent and comparative format, using research questions linked to the

literature review, would be a preferred format. Representatives were notif,red of the change

of plans shortly thereafter, when the more formal questionnaire was distributed to them.

What follows is a description of the linkage between the questionnai¡e and iiterature
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review, questionnaire design, sample selection, distribution, and dala collection

procedures.

I-INKAGIì BET14/EEN QUESTIONNAIRE AND LITERATURE REVIEW

The questions asked in the questionnaire are related to five contentions or assumptions

derived from the literature review, as foilows:
* Pttblic recreation deparnnents are involved in coproductive efforts similar to those in

which other public service departments are involved .

* Public recreation departments are involved in coprocluctive efforts þr reasons similar
to those of other public service departments, including budget restra.int anl a
commit¡nent to involving the cornntuniry in service design and delivery .

x Public recreation departnents are involved in. coproductive effofts with voluntary not

for profit groups, as (tre other publi.c service depanments .

* Public recreation departntents adnti.nister coproductive efforts in the þrm of lease

agreements, such as those negotiated with communiry associøions .

* Public recrealion depamnerus WSSess systematic techniquzs to evaluafe voluntary rnt-
for-profit group coproduction proposals .

The contentions are included primarily to assíst in organising the analysis of the

questionnaire responses and link the theoretical framework, derived from the literature

review, and the questionnaire findings.

Questionnaire Design

The questionnaire design incorporates elements from a number of survey

methodologies (Dillman, 7977, Jackson, 1988, oppenheim, r9J3, and Satin & Shastry,

1983.), particularly Dillman's Toral Design Method. Dillman's design encourages

response by considering the reasons why those approached for information respond (or do

not respond). The Total Design Method consists of two essenrial components. The first

component "is to identify each aspect of the survey process that may affæteither the quality

or quantity of responses and to shape each of them in such a rvay that the best possible

responses a¡e obtained. The second is to organizethe survey efforts so that the design

intentions are carried out in complete detail." (Dillman, 1977, p.12).
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The rvording, length, organisation, and format of the questionnaire have, therefore,

been designed to encourage a high response rate. The questions are aimed at acquiring

details concerning the participants' beliefs and behaviour, with respect to their own public

recreation depafments. Questions are both closed- and open-ended in nature. The closed-

ended questions request specific responses, in an attempt to determine comparative

similarities and differences of coproductive efforts between recreation departments.

Questions are based on the indicators provided by the literature review. Open-ended

questions, usually requiring confirmation of responses in the form of more delailed

responses and./or additional documentation, have been included despite potential problems

with this fype of question (Dillman, 1977, pp.87-89). Because it was necessary to acquire

information to suppiement the literature, open-ended questions were a necessary part of the

questionnaire design.

Due to the intent of the questionnaire and the nature of the questions it includes, it

should not be considered a formal , quantitative information gathering insfrument. It was

intended as an informal questionnai¡e to gather sofi data from its participants. The

analysis of the questionnaire responses was, therefore, limited by the expected quaLity of

the data.

Sample Selection

After considering severa-l alternatives, ranging from surveying hundreds of American

and Canadian municipal recreation departments to a select group of innovative recre¿tion

departments in Canada, it was decided that the questionnaire be sent to representatives of

eight Western Canadia¡ recreation departments. These eight departments were selected on

the basis that they are deemed to be the most comparable to the Ciry of Winnipeg Pa¡ks and

Rec¡eation Department, il terms of service variety, size, budget, jurisdiction. and mandate.

The eight departments were purposeiy chosen in order to gauge the opinions and

experiences of experts in coproductive approaches to recreation sewice delivery. As such.
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they represent a non-probabiiity sample. a sample whose elements have been chosen on the

basis of informed opinion that the eiements are representative of a population. Strictly

speaking, such a sample cannot be the basis for generalisations. The sample is not reliable

for estimation of the whole population. Since the sample is not random, all one can

justifiably assert is that, for some selerted public recreation departments, the survey results

are conf,rrming or disconfirming.

The selection of the eight departments for the survey was also influenced by the

interests and desires of the practicum ciient, the Strategic Planning Branch of the City of

Winnipeg Parks and Recreation Department. The Winnipeg recreation department has

seiected a similar sample for resea¡ch studies in the past and finds information gleaned from

these sources useful for its purposes.

Sample selection was aided through the cooperation of members of l¿isure Directiors

West , a nehvork of public resreation executives from across Western Canada who meet on

a semi-regular basis to discuss recreâtion issues. Names a¡rd addresses of the eight

representatives who constitute the sample were obtained from the l-eisure Directions West

mailing list.

Distribution and Data Collection

The relatively small sample size required ful1 and complete response on the part of those

surveyed. Dfficulties associated with this requirement, a problem for surveys possessing

a larger sample, were alleviated by the fact that follow up reminders were not prohibitively

time consuming or expensive.

Once the questionnaire had been designed and the sample selected, copies of the

questionnai¡e were sent to the eight recreation department representatives (Figure 3.1).

Aiong with the questionnaile, a cover letter was included which both introduced the nature

of the study and attempted to anticipate any potential problems the representatives might

encounter in completing and returning it.
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Figure 3.1: Steps in the questionnaire design and distribution process.

After a suitable period of time had elapsed (in this case, three weeks after the initial

mailing), follow up letters were sent to all of the representatives. Those who had already

responded were thanked for their participation, while those who had not were encouraged

to do so promptly. After a further period of time had elapsed (eight weeks after the follow-

up letters were sent), those who had neglected to respond to the first two lette¡s were sent a

further reminder and a replacement copy of the questionnaire and cover letter. The

replacement copies were sent in case the initial copies had not been received or had been

misplaced (Dllman, 1977,pp.160-191). Sample copies of the questionnaire, cover letter,

follow up letters, and a representatives'response summary can be found in Appendix B.

SAMPLE
SELECTION

INITIAL RESPONSES
RECETVED

FIRST FOLLOW-UP
DISTRIBUTION

SUBSEQTIENT RESPONS
RECEIVED

SECOND FOLLOW-UP
DISTRIBUTION

DATA COLLECTTON
COMPLETE
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Fuil response to the questionnaire was, eventually, achieved with all eight

representatives completing and returning their questionnaire copies. In most cases

responses were not oniy complete but respondents were generous in including additional

documentation to s upplement their completed questionnaires.

QUIISTIONNAIRIì ANAI-YSIS

The intent of this section is to analyse the responses to the questionnaire sent to

represenLatives of eight public recreation departments in Western Canada. The analysis of

the questionnaire responses supplements and enhances the findings of the literature review

by determining the state of the art in coproduction administration amongst Western

Canadia¡ public recreation departments. The object of the analysis is, ultimately, to

establish a conceptual framework for an appraisal technique, which will enable public

recreation departments to assess voluntary-not for-profit group proposals for coproductive

efforts. The analysis is organised into sections which correspond to the ñve contentions

formulated as a result of the literature review.

PUBLIC RECREATION DEPARTMBNT INVOLVEMENT IN
COPRODUCTIVE EFFORTS

Findings from the literature review indicate that public recreation departments are

involved in coproductive efforts. The International City Management Association survey

(Shulman, 1982) determined that local governments have implemented coproduction

programs in parks and recreation, as well as other public service areas. Public recreation

departments' interest ín and promotion of the facilitation approach to service delivery

indicates that these departments are prepared for more innovation in the coproduction of

regreation services.

This section will analyse the questionnaire responses, in an effort to confirm or refute

the contention that public recrea.tion departments are involve.d in coproductive efforts. The
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section poses the foilow'ing questions:

1 . Are the public recreation departments surveyed invoived in coproductive efforts?

2. What is the slatus of their coproductive efforts?

3. Are coproductive efforts limited in their application to cerlain areas or stages of
public recreati on servi ce delivery?

Involvement in and Status of Coproductive Efforts

All eight respondents (i00%) indicate that their departments are involved in

coproductive efforts. Of the eight, six (75%) conside¡ their involvement in coproduction to

be increasing (nvo indicate that their involvement is remaining constant). Despite this

overall trend torvards an increase in coproduction involvement, coproductive efforts

nonetheless represent a relatively small proportion of pubiic recreation department

budgetary ailotment. Most respondents (five of them, or 62.5%) indicate that their

departments commit I0% or less of their total budgets to coproductive efforts, with none of

the respondents indicating more than a 25%-50% budgetary commitment to coproduction.

Based on these responses, though coproductive efforts are prevaient and interest in

coproduction is increasing, they have not been a high priority for these pubiic recreation

departments. The responses also hint that a department's budgetary commitment to

coproduction is diff,icult to measure (at least in terms of a percenlage of total budget).

Several respondents included marginalia comments ûo the effect that they can only qpeculate

or make rough estimates, since thei¡ departments are not in the habit of categorising their

service offerings and budgets in such a way that coproduction is singled out. These

responses can also be inærpreæd to mean that coproduction is either so flrmly entenched in

a department's sen¡ice delivery system that it is difficult to measure or that it is given such

1ow priority that its staff would f,rnd such measurement insignificant to the department's

service delivery.

Coproductive Effort Limitations

Once the starus of coproduction in public recreation departments was established. the

representatives were asked if there are any limitations to the application of coproduction in
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their departments. For the most part, the representatives indicate that coproductive efforts

are not limited to certain general areas or stâges of recreation service delivery. As Figure

3.2 iilustrates, the representatives indicate that coproduction is applicable to all of these

a¡eas and stages--although three respondents indicate that coproduction may not be as

appropriate in the areas of promotion and marketing, parks, and maintenance and

operations. (The Regina represenlative indicates that the Regina Garden Association is

another application for coproductive efforts).

RECREATION
PROGRAMMING

FACILITY
DEVELOPMENT

PROMOTION &
MARKETING

PARKS &
OPEN SPACE

MAINTENANCE &
OPERATIONS

OTHER

Itigure 3.2: Areas and stages of recreation service delìvery to which coproductive efforts
are limited. Shading indicates areâs or stages in which the public recreation
departments are involved in coproductive efforts.

The responses to the questionnaire confirm that public recreation departments are,

indeed. involved in coproductive efforts. Respondents indicate that their departments'
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involvement in coproduction is increasjng and that coproduction is not limited to certain

areas or stages of recreation servjce delivery. Confirmation of coproduction involvement

does not, however, establish rvhy public recreation departments are involved in

coproductive efforts.

III:ASONS TOR PUIILIC RECREATION DIìPARTMENT INVOLVE,MENT
IN COPRODUCTIVE I.],FTIORTS

Findings from the literature review indicate that public recreation departments are

involved in coproductive efforts for a number of interrelated reasons. These reasons

correspond to the two important issues in the field of public recreation services, discussed

in Chapter Two:

1. Continual budget restraint coupled with ongoing demands for more and better
services.

2. Role def,rnition of public recreation departments in relation to their communities.

In addition, public recreation departments are interested in the potential benefits of

coproduction as discussed by Brudney:

1 . Expansion of services.

2. Greater cost efficiency.
3 . komotion of citizenship.
4. Increased governmental responsiveness to community needs and preferences.

(Brudney, 1989, p.516).

Analysis of the questionnaire responses in this section will focus on confr¡ming or

refuting the contention that public recreation departments are involved in coproductive

efforts for these reasons. The section will determine:

1 . Reasons why public recreâtion departments a¡e involved in coproductive efforts.
2. If these reasons are represented in departmental policy.
3 . If coproductive efforts correspond to the objectives of the departments as found in

their mission stâtements or operating philosophies.

Reasons for Coproductive Effort Involl,ement

The six representatives who indicate that coproductive efforts involving their

departments are increasing, confirm that they are involved because of continual budget
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restraint and their focus on enabling citizens and citizen groups to fulfill their own

recreation needs. Respondents gave virtually equal emphasis to budget restraint and role

redefinition as their reasons for involvement in coproduction. The Saskatoon

representative slates that her department is involved because of "lncreâsed department focus

on invoiving the Public with decision making, and encouraging them to assume some

responsibility for fundraising and maintenance--due to rising operating costs." The

Wìnnipeg represenlative supports these reå.sons, stating that his department's involvement

derives from "Financial conditions, increasing citizen desire to participate." The balance of

the responses, such as that of the Burnaby representative which follows, echo these

sentiments: ''Economic times, greater feasibility, more groups consciousiy looking to

broaden their service to the community, iess insular thinking."

In addition to the reasons why representatives believe that coproductive efforts are

increasing, they were asked to indicate what benefits their departments derive from

coproduction invoivement. AII eight respondents (100%) indicate that community

development is a primary benefit, but other benefits of coproduction also garnered strong

support (Figure 3.3). These benefits a¡e: cost savings (87.5%), expansion of program or

service offerings (75%), and meeting broader service objectives (75%). The Surrey

representåtive also indicates another benefit of coproduction involvement, that of increased

community pride--which is often considered to be an attribute of community development

initiatives.

The stated benefits derived f¡om involvement in coproduction differ somewhat from the

reasons the representatives cite for increasing their participation in coproductive efforts.

This difference may suggest that there is some dispute as to why these public recreation

departments are invoived in coproduction. One possible explanation is that departments

encou¡age coproduction for cost saving or facilitation role reasons at the outset and then

discover that coproductive efforts possess several other latent benefits once they have been

in operation.
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Iìigure 3.3: Primary benefits of public recreation department involvement in
coproductive efforts. Shading indicates benefi t.

Coproductive Involvement Represented in l)epartmental policies

If public recreation departments are involved in coproductive efforts for the reasons

they have indicated, then presumably these reasons are evident in departmental policies.

Six of the respondents (75%) indicate that their departments have developed policies to

encourage coproductive efforts. They were asked to provide details and/or include

documentation concerning these policies. Most respondents chose to enciose

supplementary materials with their completed questionnaires. The materiais consist of

policy manuals (Calgary and Surrey), departmental organisation plans (Saskatoon),

departmental direction slatements (Saskatoon), strategic plan summaries (Vancouver), and

program descriptions (Regina, Winnipeg, and Calgary). Examples of the policies that the

respondents provide as evidence of encouraging coproduction involvement range from the
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vague and generaJ, to the detailed a:rd specific.

The Burnaby and Edmonton representatives, rvho indicate that their departments do llot

have policies in place to encourage coproduction, also indicate that such policies wouid not

beneflt them. The Burnaby representative appended his response, stating that "we have a

practice of co-op efforts not based on a policy. Each oppofunity is evaluated on its

specific circumsLances and benefìts; not limited by a policy."

Coproductive Flfforts and Departmental Philosoph¡'

Further evidence of the rationale for public recreation department involvement in

coproduction was established by enquiring as to how coproductive efforts relate to the

departments' overali operating philosophies or mission statements. The represenlatives

were asked if their departrnents operate by a mission statement or operating philosophy that

defines their departments' public service objectives. Six of them (75%) responded that

their departments do and several provided documentation of departmental mission

statements and operating philosophies. As expected, none refer specifically to

coproduction but some emphasise cooperation amongst recreation service organisations

(Calgary, Regina, Saskatoon, Vancouver, and Winnipeg) andlor the role of their

departments as a facilitator (Calgary, Regin4 Saskatoon, and Va¡couver).

Seven of the representatives (87.5 %) agree that coproductive efforts meet their

departments' public service objectives. The lone dissenter indicates that the Regina

recreation department does not have "any specific public service objectives relating to these

types of projects". Nonetheless, the responses to the questionnaire confirm that public

recreation departments are involved in coproductive efforts as part of their citizen and

citizen group facilitation straægies and as a result of the continual budget restraints faced by

these departments, All of the respondents consider community development to be a

primary benefit of coproduction and most also jndicate that benefits such as cost savings,

expansion of program or service offerings, and meeting broader service objectives accrue

to thei¡ deparlments through coproduction involvement. The responses indicate that most
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of the public recreation departments have policies in place to encourage coproductive

efforts. Furthermore, these coproductive efforts correspond (for the most part) to the

pubJic service objectìves these departments have established to guide their operations. With

the exception of the Burnaby and Regina representatives, public recreation department

representatives indicate that they are attempting to approach coproductìve efforts in a less ad

hoc manner. Thejr responses and the documentation they provide suggest that

coproduction arrangements with individuals and organisations external to their departments

are supported by and reflected in departmental policies.

PARTNERS OF I'UBLIC RECREATION DEPARTX{ENTS IN
COPRODUCTIVI' EFFORTS

Findings from the literature review suggest that public recreation departments are

involved in coproductive efforts with voluntary not-for-profit groups. Voluntary not-for-

profit groups and service clubs that parlicipate with pubiic recreation departments include

the YMCA, YWCA, Boy Scouts, Girl Guides, sports organisations, cuitural organisations,

and community associations (Harper, 1986, p.20, Cíty of Winnipeg, 1980, and City of

Richmond, 1989). This section will analyse the questionnaire responses, to determine the

extent to which these groups are involved in coproductive efforts with the eight public

recreation departments contacted.

The section poses the following questions:

1. 'Who 
are the public recreation departments surveyed currentiy involved with in

coproductive efforts and who do they anticipate being involved with in the future?
2. Is the type of coproductive effort partner limited by departmental public service

objectives?

3. Do coproductive efforts with voluntary not-for-profit groups and service clubs
represent a priority for these deparlments?

Current and Future Coproductive Effort Partners

A1l eight representatives ( 100%) indicate that their departments are involved in

coproductive efforts with voluntary not-for-profit groups and service clubs (Figure3.4).
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Figure 3.4: Groups with which public recreation departments are currently involved in
coproductive efforts. S hadi ng in dicates i nvol vement.

They are also involved with individual citizens, for profit businesses, and "school boards"

(the Regina representative), but to a more limited extent. Initiatives with these types of

partners do not, from the standpoint of this practicum, qualify as coproductive efforts. The

focus of these public recreation departments on involvement with voluntary not-for-profit

groups and service clubs is further emphasised by the respondents'expectations for future

coproductive efforts. In addition to two unspecified potential coproduction partners (from

the Burnaby and Surrey representatives), all eight representatives (100%) indicate that they

expect to be involved with voluntary not-for-profit groups and service clubs i¡ the future

(Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5: Groups with which public recreation

in coproductive efforts in the future.

departments anticipate being involved

Shadi ng i ndicates involvement.

Public Service Objective Limitations

Respondent emphasis on current and future involvement with voluntary not-for-profit

groups and service clubs confirms the contention that public recreation departments are

involved with these types of partners in coproductive efforts. Evidence that they expect to

be involved with the same partners in the future suggests that any problems their

departments have encountered in coproductive efforts a¡e not insurmountable, nor have

these problems tempered their enthusiasm for them. Based on their responses, the

representatives believe that coproductive efforts with these partners are not limited to any

significant extent by their departments' public service objectives. If coproductive efforts

with individual citizens, for profit businesses, voluntary not-for-profit groups, or service

clubs are limited in any way, they are as the Winnipeg representative suggests "not limited

by service objectives."
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Coproductive Effort Partner Priorities

Five of the eight representatives (625%) indicate that, not only are they involved with

voluntary not-for-profit groups and service clubs in coproductive efforts, but that these

partnerships represent a priority for their departments. The respondents refer in this matter-

to the same departmental policy manuals, strategic plans, and program descriptions that

encourage coproduction involvement in general. Of those representatives who consider

coproductive effofs with these partners to be a priority, most indicate how this priority is

manifested in their departments'policies by referring to specific policy documents, citing

the large number of such coproductive effort examples, or providing an indication of

changes in staff allocations. The Winnipeg representative comments on his department's

involvement in coproductive efforts with "J9 Community Centres [and] Joint Use

anangements with 11 School Divisions", while the Regina representative states that "The

priority is reflected in our decision to allocate siaff members full time to the [facilitative]

role. Also, as budgets get cut further we are stimuiated to be more creative."

The responses to the questionnaire confirm that public recreation departments are

involved in coproductive efforts with voluntary not-for-profit groups, and that they expect

this involvement to continue in the future. The representatives do not believe that

coproductive efforts are or should be limited to certrain types of partners and the majority

consider coproductive efforts with voluntary not-for-profit groups and service clubs to be a

priority of their departments'. Those that consider such coproductive effort a-rrangements

to be a priority suggest that this emphasis is manifested in thei¡ departmental policies.

Although most departments have established a policy framework for coproduction (or,

rather, anangements which resemble coproduction), it is not clear whether they are capable

of developing more specific procedures for determining their involvement in particular

coproductive efforts with voluntary not-for-profit groups and service clubs.
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HOIV PUBI,IC RIì,CRIìATION DIII'A.RTN{IìNTS ADN{INISTIìR
C OI)R OI)UCTIV Iì, IiFIìORTS

Findings from the literature review indicate that public recreation departments

administer coproductive efforts with voluntary not-for-profit groups and service clubs by

negotiating lease agreements with these groups. At one time the agreements between

recreation departments and voluntary not-for-profit groups were informal arrangements,

often little more than verbal agreements and seldom providing more than broad guidelines

with respect to the roles and responsibilities of the partners. More recently, public

recreation departments have sought to formalise these relationships. One of the more

innovative public recreation departments, in this respect, is the Richmond Parks and

l-eisure Services Department. The Richrnond recreation department began the process of

an issue by issue review in preparation for the development of formal lease agreements,

after discovering that its lease agreements were inadequate in communicating the extent of

the roles and responsibilities of participants (City of Richmond, 1986, p.4). This section

will anaiyse the questionnaire responses in order to confirm or refute the contention that

public recreation departments administer coproductive efforts with reference to lease

agreements.

The section establishes:

1. How the pubiic recreation departments surveyed administer coproductive efforts.
2. A comparison of the lease agreement examples provided by the respondents.
3. A comparison of the evidence of other types of models also utilised by the

respondents.

Public Recreation f)epartment Administration of Coproductive Efforts

Seven of the eight representatives (87.5%) indicate that their departments refer to lease

agreements or other models when entering into coproductive efforts (the Surrey

representâtive did not respond to the question). Five of the seven representatives (7L4%),

who responded favourably to this question, included additional documentation of either

lease agreement or other model examples.
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I-ease r\greement E,xamples

lvfost of the respondents included documentation of lease agreements negotiated

between their departments and volunlary not-for-profìt groups. The eight public recreation

departments are involved in coproductive efforts with a variety of volunta¡y not-for-profit

groups. Examples of voluntary not-for-profit groups include community centres, sports

organisations, and culturai organisations. The lease agreement examples bear a striking

similarity, from one agreement to another and from one jurisdiction to another, with respect

to the conditions included in them. The conditions represent the terms of the agreements

negotiated between the recreation departments and voluntary not-for-profit groups.

Presumably, the conditions also reflect the purpose for public recreation department

involvement in the coproductive effort as well as the roles, responsibilities, objectives, and

concems of the partners to the agreement.

Examples of the agreements a¡e of two types. The first type (by far the most common

type included in the additional documentation provided by the respondents) is that of lease

agreements. The second type (of which only one example was provided, by the Vancouver

respondent) is that of joint operating agreements. In the case of the Winnipeg Parks and

Recreation Department, the lease agreements include the following conditions:

- terms of the lease

- rent paid by the group to the City (also taxes)
- use

- maintenance and tepair
- catering concessions

- advertising and promotion
- insura¡ce and indemnity
- improvements and alter-ations

- f,rnancial confibution by the group (in addition to rent)
- utilities

- rights of entry (for City inspection purposes)

- terminalion

- general provisions.

(City of Winnipeg, 1987).
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The Winnipeg representative provided severai examples of lease agreements, each one

reflecting these same conditions. Examples provided by representatives of the Burnaby,

Calgary, and Regina recreation departments also include agreements between sports

organisations and community centres. The Burnaby and Calgary representatives also

provided examples that include conditions concerned with public use of coproductive effort

faciiities. (For details of the lease agreement conditions contained in the public recreatíon

department examples, see Appendix C). The Burnaby Parks a¡d Recreation Department is

involved in a coproductive effort with the Bicycling Association of British Columbia. A

condition of this agreement is that "the læssee will provide and allow recreational cycling

and competitive cycling programs, both to be available to the general public seven days a

week." (City of Burnaby, 1990). Subsequent conditions detail the Burnaby recreation

department's desire to provide for the needs of the community--in addition to those of the

association membership--in negotiating the agreement.

The Calgary representative included documentation of a standard License of Occupation

agreement example. This lease agreement also includes a condition to ensure provision for

public use of coproductive effort facilities. This condition states that the facility operation

must conform to the department's Public Use Policy "requiring the opening of the Facility

to the public for fifty percent (50%) of the operating time available." (City of Calgary, no

date). In other respects, the Burnaby and Calgary lease agreement examples resemble

those of Winnipeg, Regina, and Vancouver. These other departments indicate a concern

for the use of and public access to the facitities involved, but not to the same extent

indicated by the Burnaby and Calgary examples.

The Vancouver representative aiso included an example of a joint operating agreement.

The partners to this agreement are the Vancouver Boa¡d of Pa¡ks and Recreation and the

Kensington Community Association (City of Vancouver, 1979). This agreement differs

from the lease agreements wherein a nominal rent is paid by the volunta¡y not-for-profit
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group to the municipaiity and certain specified responsibilities for construction and

operation of the facilities are transferred from the municipality to the voluntary not-for-

profit group. In contrast, the joint operating agreement is more iimited. Here, the transfer

of responsibilities is much iess involved, and inciudes only certain operational tasks. The

Kensington Community Association does not become a tenant of the municipaliry and only

assumes responsibility for programming, input in staff hiring decisions, preparation of

f,rnancial statements, and management of an equipment and supplies fund.

Other lr{odel Examples

In addition to the lease agreements, the respondents provided documentation of other

types of models that they utilise in administering coproductive efforts. The lease agreement

examples are similar with respect to the partners involved, the conditions of the

agreements, and composition in the form of legal contracts. Examples of other types of

models provided by the representatives, although similar in many respects, a¡e not as

readily comparable as the lease agreement examples. A comparison of the models provided

by the Winnipeg, Regina, and Caigary representatives does, however, indicate some

similarities. (See Appendix D, which provides details of coproduction program eligibility

criteria provided by the respondents).

The Winnipeg Parks and Recreation Department produced a document that provides for

a "more precise identifîcation of roles and responsibilities of the Communiry Organizations,

Consultants and Civic Departments throughout the planning, design and construction

phases" (City of Winnipeg, 1989, p.2), when groups \¡/ant to renovate or construct

recreation facilities on City owned property. After citing the City of Winnipeg,s tradition

of encouraging coproductive efforts with voluntary not-for-profit groups, the document

states that the City rvill continue to support groups provided there is "sufficient public need

for the facility" proposed (City of Winnipeg, 1989, p.3). The objecrives of rhis policy are:

(a) To promote the development of leisure opportunities throughout the City
(b) To encourage volunteer community organizations to assist in financing and

supervision of the construction and renovation of Parks & Recreation facilities on
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City-owned property
(c) To improve the care, control and supervision of facility construction and renovation

on City-owned property
(d) To protect the [city's] interests during implementation of the project.

(City of Winnipeg, 1989, p.3).

According to this document, coproductive effort proposals will be evaluated on the

basis of need, function, and location. In addition, "Facilities will be operated by

Community Organizations through suitable agreements with the City providing that the

operation of such facilities conforms to the terms and conditions of this Policy." (City of

Winnipeg, 1989, p.4). The document proceeds to detail the implementation procedures for

facility construction or renovation, including: planning, design, construction, post

construction/operation, and appeal phases (city of winnipeg, 1989, pp.6-14).

Regina Parks and Recreation has developed a model similar to that of the Winnipeg

recreation department. The Argyle Park/Uplands Contntun.iry Centres Project: Final.

Report (City of Regina, 1991) also defines the roles and responsibilities of the recreation

department and voluntary not-for-profit groups involved in coproductive efforts. The

development process detailed in the report focuses on "the role of the community in

organizing itself, defining its needs and utilizing all available resources to develop the

community." (City of Regina, 1991, p.2). The "significant aspects" of the model resemble

the objectives of the Winnipeg document:

1) The City owns the facilities but the community committees have tot¿l autonomy in
operating the facilities

2) The agreements provide for safeguards to ensure the City of Regina investments are
protected

3) The agreements are seen as joint ventures
4) A yearly grant, subject to Council's approval, is provided to the communities in

exchange for access to the facilities
5) The agreements provide for a negotiated relief process, should the community

groups renhze financial or other difficulties.
(City of Regina, 1991,p.6).
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The Calgary representative aiso provided examples of other models used in

administering coprodr-rctive efforts. included were the lcasing/Li.cen.sin.g Policies .for

Recreation and Social Non-Profit Organ.imtions (City of Calgary, no date) and the Co-

Sponsored Program Policy & Procedu.res (City of Calgary, 1992) documents. The

leasing/Licensing Policies document refers to the department's Policies & Priorities Plan,

1988-1992 before indicating that the intent of the policy is to "provide guidelines for

leasing/licensing of City land to non-profit recreation and social organizations providing

services and facilities that are considered beneficial to the Municipality." (City of Calgary,

no date, p.1). The document then goes on to detail the conditions of lease agreements that

the recreation department negotiates with voluntary not-for-profit groups. These conditions

reflect or, more likely, function to establish those conditions previously enumerated in the

lease agreement discussion.

The Co-Sponsored Program document is intended to "develop a policy and system that

would clarify where, as a department, consistency is necessary, while still ailowing for the

flexibility to deal with individual needs of groups." (City of Calgary, 7992, p.1.). In

addition to its purpose, the document discusses the general requirements for participation in

a coproductive effort, steps in the development process, and sample co-sponsored program

contracts and budget forms. In order for the recreation department to become involved in a

coproductive effort, several requirements must be satisfied including:

- Program must be parks, recreation or cultural in nature and recognized as providing
a service within the mandate of the Department.

- Need for the program must be demonstrated.
- Assistance is provided on the understanding that the organization is endeavouring to

minimize and decrease its dependency on city funding as the program matures.
- The organization must be willing and able to provide for a minimum level of service

by assisting with program needs identification and development, making any
facility arrangements, assisting with registration, financing any advertising over
"base level" and providing assistance in administering program/participant
evaluations.

- The organization can demonsfate financial responsibility.
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- An organization must have sufficient comprehensive general liability insurance
coverage, in particular where the organization is providing a facility or Ieadership
component of the program.

- The program must be advertised as a co-sponsored program with Calgary Parks &
Recreation.

- The program is offered to the general public at a fee that is reasonable (be
comparable to current market). A two fee structure for members and non-members
is permissible. The non-member rate must not prohibit participation.

- Any profit made from a program by an organization shall be directed back into
subsequent programs or returned to the City.

- Program requests will be considered in view of their abiiity to provide maximum
benefit with limited amount of funds available (i.e. wide range and distribution of
programs).

(City of Calgary, 1992,p.6).

The steps in the Calgary development process resemble those of the Regina Community

Centres Project and the Winnipeg Partners for Progress processes, especially the

responsibilities of the recreation department and the voluntary not-for-profit group,

depending on the roles of the partners to the coproductive effort as outlined in these

documents. In other words, responsibilities differ depending on which partner is the

primary provider in the program (see Appendix E, referring to the Catgary Co-Sponsored

"Program Development Process" chart). The Calgary recreation department provides

samples of Co-Sponsored Program contracts and budget forms. The contracts are used "as

a tool to assist both the community group and Calgary Parks & Recreation in assessing the

Ievel of service to be provided by both parties and to provide details required for

implementation...of programs." (city of calgary, 1992, p.10). In this way, the

department trains the voluntary not-for-profit group to plan, advertise, implement, and

evaluate coproductive efforts. The contracts also outline the responsibilities of each partner

in implementing and operating the programs. The budget forms are utilised by the

department to "outline details of co-sponsored programs or special events. The purpose is

to: record program details, record budget constraints and verify actual costs" (p.15).
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The responses to the questionnaire confirrn that public recreation departments

administer coproductive efforts with voluntary not-for-profit groups by referring to lease

agreements. A comparison of the lease agreement examples provided by the respondents

indicates that the recreation departments are involved with sports organisations, cultural

organisations, and community centres. The comparison also indicates that the conditions

of the agreements between the departments and voluntary not-for-profit groups are similar

and consistent, from one agreement to another and from one jurisdiction to another.

Several of the recreation departments also utilise other models when entering into

coproductive efforts with voluntary not-for-profit groups. Despite indications that these

models are not as similar as the lease agreements, they are comparable in terms of how the

departments utilise them and demonstrate their concern with the clear identification of the

roles, responsibilities, and capabilities of the partners to coproductive efforts. Although the

other types of models utilised by public recreation departments in administering

coproductive efforts mention appraisal concerns, the process by which they assess

voluntary not-for-profit group proposals for coproductive efforts is no more apparent than

it is in the lease agreement examples.

BVALUATION TBCHNIQUES IN PUBLIC RECREATION DEPARTMENT

COPRODUCTIVE EFFORTS

Findings from the literature review indicate that public recreation departments possess

the means to evaluate voluntary not-for-profit group coproduction proposals. Although

Worthen and Whyte (1987) contend that processes aimed at improving the quality of

proposals and, ultimately, the quatity of coproductive efforts are not weil advanced,

approaches such as Beres's Basic Services Model (Minshall, 1935) suggest that public

recreation department means to evaluate coproduction proposals are avaiiable. This section

will analyse the questionnaire responses in order to confi¡m or refute the contention that
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public recreation departments have developed the means to evaluate proposals for

coproductive efforts.

The section:

1. Examines whether the public recreation departments surveyed have developed
criteria or guidelines to evaluate coproductive effort proposals from voluntary not-
for-profit groups.

2. Compares the concerns expressed and objectives implied by these departments
about coproduction.

3. Establishes the basis upon which to develop an appraisal technique for assessing
voluntary not-for-profit group coproduction propo sals.

Available Criteria or Guidelines for Coproductive Bffort Proposals

The majority of the representatives (5 of 7, or 71.4%; the Surrey representative did not

respond to the question) indicate that their recreation departments have not developed

evaluation criteria for the purpose of assessing voluntary not-for-profit group proposals for

coproductive efforts. Two of the represenlatives (Edmonton and Saskatoon) indicate that

their departments have developed such a technique, but they did not provide details of these

criteria or guidelines. Further correspondence with these representatives revealed that they

do not possess nor utilise an evaluation technique which has been specifically designed for

this purpose.

Lease Agreement Concerns and Implied Objectives

The similarity of the lease agreements, from one agreement to another and from one

jurisdiction to another, suggests that there exists some consistency of departmental

objectives and values in relation to coproduction involvement. This suggestion is

supported by the similarity of reasons for public recreation department involvement in

coproductive efforts, as discussed in previous sections. Additional correspondence with

the representatives reveals that, although their departments lack coproduction proposal

evaluation means, proposals are considered and assessed with respect to certain common
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concerns and implied objectives. The Burnaby, Regina, and Vancouver representatives

indicate that their departments have neither formal programs nor criteria in place to assess

volunfary not-for-profit group coproduction proposals. Nonetheless, each department does

consider such proposals on the basis of certain factors.

The Vancouver representative states that "we examine the need for the use, the

appropriateness ofthe proposed program or facility, the degree ofpublic access available,

the impact on existing resources and uses, and the financial and organizational well-being

of the client." The Burnaby representative, despite agreeing to the factors indicated by the

Vancouver representative, takes a different approach stating that "Requests are evaluated

and considered on an individual basis. Basic criteria is what the benefit is to the user

group, potential benefit to the broader community and direct benefit to the [City]. These

benefits are weighed against the cost and value to the [City]."

The Regina representative states that "we certainly would consider each based on

factors such as community need (not wish), financial cost to the City, alternatives available

to meet the needs, amount of non-City dollars in the project, ongoing operating

requirements, availability to the general public, types of service levels being proposed

(basic introductory, enhanced, expert or elite), value of group's equity and the number of

citizens benefitting from the facility or program." Although the responses of the

Vancouver, Regina, and Burnaby representatives are not identical there is at least the

suggestion of a similarity in approaches to coproduction proposal consideration (if not

exactly evaluation) and the concerns of the recreation departments. The Burnaby

department approach resembles a cost-benefit analysis, while those of the Regina and

Vancouver departments appear to be issue by issue reviews reminiscent of the Richmond

approach.

Coproduction Appraisal Technique Ilasis

The responses to the questionnaire do not support the contention that public recreation

departments possess systematic techniques to evaluate voluntary not-for-profit group
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proposals for coproductive efforts. Despite this, further correspondence with the

respondents suggests that there is some consistency amongst the features that these

recreation departrnents consider when assessing proposals. When these features are

combined with the recreation service evaluation technique of Beres's Basic Service Model

(and others, such as Soles, 1982, Brimacombe, 1985, and Harper & Balmer, 1986) and

the other model types currently utilised by the Calgary, Regina, and Winnipeg recreation

departments, public recreation departments are not far from possessing the means to assess

coproduction proposals. What they lack is an appraisal technique which incorporates

components of these processes and is specificaily designed to systematically assess

voluntary not -for-profit group proposals for coproductive efforls.
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C I.IA IyI.IIR ITOUIì : C OPRODUC TION APPRA IS AI, TBCIINIQUE

INTIìODUCTION

The intent of this chapter is to present an appraisal technique which would enable a

public recreation department to assess the merits of coproductive effort proposals. By

providing an analytical tool that integrates policies, programs, and review processes

currently available to public recreation departments, it is hoped that proposal appraisal will

become more systematic. The appraisai technique presented in this chapter synthesises the

findings from the literature review and the questionnaire response. This synthesis of

theory and practice, manifest in the appraisal technique components, is aimed at achieving

better proposals and, ultimately, better public recreation services.

The chapter consists of three sections concerned with:

1 . The intent and limitations of the appraisal technique
2. Its derivation and context

3. The development and description of its constituent categories and criteria.

INTBNT AND LIMITATIONS

The concepts of intent and limitations are closely related in the context of appraisal tool

construction. An appraisal technique intended to assess the relative merits of coproductive

recreation proposals is recognised to be a difficult proposition (Kettl, 1988, Salamon,

1987, and Worthen & Whyte, 1987). Assessing even the most straightforward public

service delivery activity is not a simple endeavour. More complicated scenarios--such as

when a voluntary not-for-profît group proposes coproducing a recreation service with a

public recreation department--increase potential appraisal difficulties. In an effort to

establish the intent of the Coproduction Appraisal Technique and its limitations, this section

will discuss:

1 . Proposal assessment in general
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2. The specific appraisal technique intent
3 . The limitations of its reliability and accuracy.

Proposal Assessment

Roberts considers eva-luation to be a critical component of the planning process. In her

words, "The measurement both of the likely value of proposals and of their effect in action

is clearly basic to any effective land use planning and one of the most glaringly deficient

parts of the process at the moment." (Roberts, 1974, p.38). In addition to including all

relevant aspects of any proposal, eva-luation incorporates the values of the rater (in this

case, a public recreation department) in a comparison of alternative possibilities.

Alternatives are considered on the basis of how well they achieve the objectives specified

by the rater and at what cost. Evaluation is, then, the process of taking aiternative courses

of action (be they different approaches to a problem or different proposals), comparing

them, and then reaching conclusions about their merits.

One method of comparing the benefits and costs of alternatives utilised by planners

(and other decision makers) is modelling. Roberts distinguishes the planning model from

descriptive and predictive models. The planning model "incorporates some criteria against

which alternative futures are tested, to discover which should be preferred." (Roberts,

1974,p.95). In this context, benefits represent progress towards desired objectives, while

costs represent refogression from those objectives.

The Coproduction Appraisal Technique resembles Carley's project appraisal definition

and Nijkamp etal's implicit ex ante evaluation (Carley, 1980, and Nijkamp etâl, 1990).

This type of appraisal is forward looking, in so far as it deals with expected and foreseeabie

effects of policies not yet implemented. It also involves the ongoing participation and

cooperation of separate, distinct groups: in this case, a voluntary not-for-profit group and a

public recreation department. A voluntary not-for-profit group may propose a coproductive

service delivery effort in response to a public recreation department request for proposals,

or in unsolicited instances when the group has an idea that requires the involvement of the
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recreation department. In either situation it is advisable that the public recreation

department have in place an appraisal technique that enables it to assess the merits of the

proposal in reiation to departmental objectives for the type of service in question.

As discussed in Chapter Two, Worthen and Whyte (1987) consider existing proposal

appraisal to be inadequate to the needs of both public service departments and voluntary

not-for-profit groups. If a public recreation department is sincerely dedicated to

encouraging high quality proposals, then it must clearly communicate its expectations and

the standards by which proposals will be measured. According to Worthen and Whyte,

there is no sense in keeping applicants in the dark about considerations such as project

deadlines, expected outcomes, or available resources (Worthen & Whyte, 1987, pp.10-

13). They have determined that an adequate Request for Proposals must include the

following information:

-A cover letter to inform applicant's of the Request for proposals purpose.
-Description of the need addressed by the funding program and the context in which
that need is to be met.

-Ciear statement of the goa_ls of the funding program.
-Constraints and conditions which would affect funded projects.
-Resources available for project activities.
-criteria and processes to be used in reviewing submitted proposals.

(Worthen & Whyre, 1987, p.13).

Each of the components of a proposal call is important for eliciting and assessing

proposals. Several of the coproductive effort program descriptions investigated in Chapter

Three (such as Calgary's Co-Sponsorship Progratn , Winnipeg's Pat'tners for progress 
,

and Regina's Self-Help Program ) include this information. What they all fail to provide,

however, is an explicit indication of how voluntary not-for-profit group proposals will be

appraised (that is, Worthen and V/hyte's sixth piece of information, "Criteria and processes

to be used in reviewing submitted proposals"). This is a critical oversight on the part of

public recreation departments that desire high quaiity proposals. Either the departments
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have neglected to develop an appraisal technique or they have chosen to keep their

techriiques to themselves. It is essential, according to Worthen and Whyte, "that applicants

know on what basis their proposal will be evaluated." (Worthen & Whyte, 1987,p.15).

If a point allocation or other model is to be utilised, "the criteria in the system and the points

associated with each criterion should be included as a part of the Request for Proposals."

(Worthen & Whyte, 1987, p.15). Or, it should be available upon request to groups that

may wish to become involved in recreation service delivery.

Coproduction Appraisal Technique Intent

The Coproduction Appraisal Technique, which represents the end product of this

practicum research, is intended to provide a remedy for those public recreation departments

(such as the City of Winnipeg Parks and Recreation Department) that currently lack a

systematic means of assessing coproductive effort proposals. The objective of such a

technique is to encourage better quality proposals and, ultimately, better quality

coproductive efforts. In order to achieve this objective, it has been necessary to acquire a

theoretical understanding of why public service departments a¡e involved in coproduction

and determine how public recreation departments administer them in practise. These

investigations have led to the development of a conceptual framework to enhance a public

recreation department's formai assessment of voluntary not-for-prof,rt group proposals.

The appraisal technique development acknowledges the existence of several review

procedures that public recreation departments utilise in evalLating services. The

Coproduction Appraisai Technique presented here is not intended to supplant or eliminate

these review procedures. Instead, current review procedures are encouraged and enhanced

by utilising them to assess specif,rc attributes of a proposal. Currently isolated review

procedures are integrated during the assessment process. Review procedure data are input

by the proposal rater (public recreation department staff member), where appropriate,

during the coproduction proposal appraisal.
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Appraisal is not decision making per se, but an important aid to decision making. Such

aids are indispensable in coproductive effort circumstances, where problems are complex.

In designing appraisai techniques, decisions must be made concerning which attributes are

important in assessing alternatives. Appraisal techniques are Iimited with respect to

measurement or, as Roberts states, in "converting the physical repercussions of planning

proposals into common units of relative va-lue. Some commentators have suggested that

this is pretty u'ell a hunt for the Holy Grail and that rotal comparability should be

abandoned as unattainable." (Roberts, I974, p.129). Despite this caveat, appraisal

techniques remain among the best available analytical toois for forecasting the

consequences of a proposal.

Reliability and Accuracy Limitations

Due to the variables involved and the almost infinite permutations a¡d combinations of

their interrelations, every appraisal technique is limited to some degree. The paucity of

techniques currently available to public recreation departments for assessing coproductive

efforts suggests that those responsible for rating proposals are either wary of attempting

this tasþ or rely on experience and intuition. Current review procedures usually focus on a

small number of variables. The appraisal technique present,ed here attempts to integrate the

components of these less comprehensive review procedures. At its best, the Coproduction

Appraisal Technique will provide "conciusive and comprehensive assessment of the relative

merits of different possibilities; at its practical worst, it provides a rationalised list of

considerations to assist the decision maker in his deliberations, which is usualiy of

considerable value." (Roberts, 1974,p.I36). Expectations for the appraisal technique are

that it wili ailorv for conclusive and comprehensive assessment of coproductive effort

proposals but, due to the formative nature of this a¡ea of research, its utility as something

more than a rationalised list of considerations will be considered a success. It is hoped that

this initial attempt at assessing coproductive effort proposais will lead to further
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investigation of its strengths and weaknesses. In addition, it is expected that public

recreation adminisfato¡s will modify its components to reflect local priorities.

As Roberts contends, the assessment of qualitative, subjectively determined attributes

cannot be considered an exact science. Thus, the appraisal technique will not function to

precisely measure proposals according to the set of criteria. Instead, the measurement is

aimed at and limited to highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of a proposal (and

thereby providing the opportunity for modifying and improving it) and making the

comparison of competing proposals easier. Minshall describes Beres's Basic Services

Model criteria as subjective, but nonetheless conceles that recreation departments which

have subjected their services to this model have found it to be a worthwhile exercise, even

if services can only be assessed as relatively less or more public in nature (Minshail, 1985,

p.42). The Coproduction Appraisal Technique, though a product of extensive literature

review and questionnaire arLalysis, is an imprecise measurement tool insofar as it is but one

interpretation of these materials. It is not intended nor does it pretend to be objective;

rather, like Beres's model, it is a subjective and, hopefully, useful model. If nothing else,

the Coproduction Appraisal Technique will function as a proposal guide to both applicants

and assessors.

DERIVATION AND CONTEXT

The Coproduction Appraisal Technique is derived from the practicum's research

findings, discussed in Chapters Two and Three. Its role in integrating current review

procedures in the assessment of voluntary not-for-profit group proposals is such that the

public recreation department's decision making context must be considered. Development

of the appraisal technique's structure and components incorporates attempts to resolve

issues associated with its derivation and context. In an effort to demonstrate how the

incorporation andresolution ofthese issues proceeded, this section discusses:
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1 . The derivation of the appraisal technique

2. Its context r.vithin a public recreâtion department service delivery milieu.

Coproduction Appraisal 1'echnique l)erivati<¡n

Impetus for the idea a-nd development of the Coproduction Appraisal Technique was

generated initiaily by the absence of an analytical tooi that can be utilised to assess

coproductive effort proposals. Its development was further propeiled by a desire for such a

tool to be devised, as expressed by recreation academics and practitioners. Inquiry into the

nature of pubiic sector-voluntary not-for-proht sector service delivery cooperation led to the

discovery and investigation of the coproduction concept.

The literature review investigation of coproduction revealed a theoretical framework for

the interactions of pubtic service departments and voluntary not-for-prof,rt groups. The

coproduction literature chronicles coproductive efforts in a number of public service areâs,

including recreation. Regardless of the type of service, coproductive efforts share common

costs and benefits. Public recreation departments have been involved in coproductive

efforts with voluntary not-for-profit groups since the inception of public recreation service

delivery, though the term itself may be unfamiliar.

Despite this history of cooperation, evidence of how public recreation departments

coordinate, administer, and assess coproductive efforts is limited in the literature.

Nonetheless, there is some indication in the literature that recreation departments possess

coproductive effort revierv procedures and, in an effort to expand upon this indication,

public recreation department representatives were surveyed. Analysis of the questionnaire

responses confirmed that public recreation department coproduction possesses similar costs

and benefits to those evident in the coproduction literature. In addition, the reasons why

public recreation departments are involved in coproductive efforts resemble those revealed

in the literature review.

The responses to the questionnaire also confirmed that techniques to coordinate,

administer, and evaiuate coproductive efforts are not integrated with departmental decision
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making processes. Policies, programs. proposal review procedures, and lease agreements

share issues and concerns but their isolation from one another reflects the sporadic, ad hoc

nature of coproductive efforts in public recreation. Without a more unified process for

assessing coproductive effort proposals, public recreation department cooperation with

voluntary not-for-profit groups in the joint delivery of services rvill likely remain

piecemeal, rather than systematic.

The literature review and questionnaire response analysis resulted in the identification

of the principai influences in developing a technique for assessing coproductive recreation

proposals (Figure 4.1). These influences have been synthesised and reorganised into the

nine categories which, together, comprise the Coproduction Appraisal Technique:

Philosoph¡' , Finan.cial Contributions , Service Expansion , Contmutziry Development ,

Accessibility , Intpact , Organisationr¿l Capabilities , Secu.riry and SafeguartJs, and

Viabiliry . The categories are intended to be relatively discrete units which can be measured

on a standardised measurement scale. These categories, and their associated criteria, will
be discussed in detail in the subsequent section.

Public Recreation I)epartment Context

The integration of existing review procedures into the Coproduction Appraisal

Technique represents only one stage in a recreation department's decision making process.

In order for the appraisal technique to be effective and useful it must consider the decísion

making context. Between the identification of a problem or opportunity and its

implementation, decisions are typically made based on increasing knowledge about the

problem or opportunity. Various analytical tools are employed to gradually and

surcessively sift and sort information prior to determining a department's course of action.

An exampie of an analytical tool used by public recreation departments is Beres's Basic

Services Model. Beres's model has been employed by recreation department personnel to

distinguish more public rec¡eation sen'ices from morep rivate ones. The more public a
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recreation service is de.emed to be, the more it should be supported by the public sector. In

Beres's terms, the more basic a service the more likely that it will satisfy a recreation

department's philosophy, goals and objectives, and so on. Services that score high on

Beres's scale shouid be provided directly by the public recreation department. Conversely,

services that score lorv on Beres's scaie should be provided by the private sector, by

individual participants themseives, or not at ali. Those services that score between the

extremes of Beres's scale are, however, more problematic. This is why his model is not

particularly effective in assessing coproductive effort proposals.

On the one hand, certain coproductive efforts will not score as high on Beres's scale as

some more pubiic services. This is the very nature of coproduction. On the other hand, if
a coproduction form of service delivery can balance voluntary not-for-profit group

contributions against a particular seryice's public service shortcomings, then public sector

support for that service can be more easily justified. Coproductive efforts requiring high

capital expenditures or advanced staff qualifications are difficult to justify unless the

services are considered highly public. if they are not, then the excess costs for the higher

levels of less public services should be borne by groups external to the recreation

department.

Although the Basic Services Model is effective in establishing whether recreation

services are public or private, it has limitations in assessing the relative merits of

coproductive efforts. What is required, then, is an appraisat technique that complements

the Basic Services Model. Consider the various levels and degrees of recreation service

assessment as a series of filærs that wouid successively separate ever more refined projects

and project details (Figure 4.2). From this perspective, the first filter would be Beres's

Basic Services Model. Every service that a public recreation department currently delivers

or is considering for delivery should be subject to the Basic Services Model.

If the service satisfies Beres's rn¿¿sr criterion (that the service demonstrate a

philosophical fit with the recreation department's mandate), and is scored somervhere in the
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FILTER I1
GENERAL

FILTER #2

FILTER #3
SPECIFIC

Figure 4.2: The relationship of the Coproduction Appraisal Technique to other review
procedures, within the context of a public recreation department service
delivery environment.

problematic middie of the scale, the service is then subjected to a second level of
assessment filtration. If the proposed service delivery amangement corresponds to the

definition of coproduction, then this filter will assess the service's potential as a

coproductive effort and whether or not the recreation department should support it,

according to categories and criteria developed for this purpose. The categories, developed

as a result of the literature review and questionnaire analysis, will remain relatively constant

from one service type to another and from one jurisdiction to another. The criteria,

however, are intended to be much more specific with respect to service type and

jurisdiction. As Brudney and England (1983), Kiser and Percy (1983), and Rich (19g1)

point out, coproduction refers to a wide variety of service delivery arrangements.

Recreation services such as volunteer insfuction, neighbourhood park maintenance, and

voluntary not-for-profit group facility operation involve significantly different

cha¡acteristics and associated concerns. In order to effectively appraise coproductive effort

proposals, a recreation department must develop specif,rc criteria sets for each of these

BASIC SERVICES MODEL

RECREATION FACIL]TY
CRITERIA

PARK MAINTENANCE

CRITERIA
SPORT INSTRUCTION

CRITERIA
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service delivery arrangements. Note that this list of service delivery arrangements is by no

means exhaustive. Depending on the size of the public resreation department, the actuai

number of arrangements could be subslantially larger.

Since there a¡e several potential coproductive effort service delivery arangements, and

in an effort to keep the study manageable, the practicum rvill develop specific appraisal

criteria for only one particular service delivery type. The criteria presented here will be

appropriate for use in assessing voluntary not-for-profit group proposals for the

construction and/or operation of recreation facilities. For the purposes of this study, the

ferm recrearionfocilities refers to familiar sports related buildings and properties such as:

athletic frelds, sports stadiums and arenas, swimming pools, velodromes. racquet sport

facilities, and so on--not an unfamiliar concept for recreation professionals.

The criæria will also inco¡poraûe specifics as to time and place, taking into consideration

the ongoing nature of assessment. Attitudes toward coproductive efforts change over the

course of time; opinion has evolved substantially over the past several years and will
probably continue to do so. AIso, attitudes towards them change from one locale to

another; the opinions of the City of Winnipeg Parks and Recreation Department are likely

different than those of other recreation departments. So, too, do attitudes differ between

public recreation department personnel and others in the rec¡eation service delivery system.

The Coproduction Appraisal Technique must consider all participants in order to adequately

represent the context of coproductive effoß.

The Richmond Pa¡ks and læisure Services Department, mentioned in Chapter Two, has

begun a process of "empowering groups a¡rd individuals to influence their own destiny and

that of the municipality as a whole." (parsons.lgg},pp.13-1a). when planning a new

recreation facility or renovating an existing one, the Richmond recreatíon department

initiates a number of processes to ailow ail concerned parties--a¡ea residents, user groups,

municipal staff, councilors, school boards, and communit¡, service organisation staff--to
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voice concerns and discuss issues. In addition to providing input into specifìc projects,

these processes--including community fora. questionnaires, group sessions, and consensus

building exercises--are designed to foster enthusiasm for recreation services and fo¡ the

community.

Recognising the evolving attitudes citjzens have toward coproductive efforts, the

Richmond recreation department cautions that partnership agreements are an ongoing

process: "Any formalized agreement should not only identify each party's roles in specific

situations but should also outline a process for add¡essing new areas of involvement and

concern as they arise--a means for ongoing discussion regarding the details of the

agreement." (City of Richmond, 1986, p.3). Similarly, the results of a Coproduction

Appraisal Technique application should not be considered final; instead. the coproductive

effort must be revisited through a regular schedule of reviews in order for the benefits

associated with the early consensus building processes to be maintained and the evolving

service delivery context to be satisfied.

An over-riding concern with any sort of proposal for development, be it recreation

oriented or not, is that it conform to municipal, provincial, and fede¡al standards for

sustainability. Though several of the technique's criteria reiate to sustainable development,

the category of Philosop,hy should also incorporate the recreation department's perspective

on this issue.

DEVELOPI\,IEN1' AND DESCRIPTION

Whereas the nine appraisal technique categories respond to the hndings of the literature

review and questionnaire response analysis, the more specif,rc criteria have been developed

rvith particula¡ reference to the lease agreement conditions and program eligibiiity criteria

provided by the questionnaire respondents (as detaiied in Chapter Three and Appendices C

and D). The development of the categories a¡d criteria to be utilised in assessing recreation
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facility coproductive effort proposals requires discussion, as do the scoring procedure and

the meaning of each category a¡d criterion. In a¡ effort to achieve these requirements, this

section will discuss:

1 . The proposal assessment procedure

2. The scoring procedure

3. The definition of the appraisal technique components.

Proposal Assessment Procedure

Fundamenlal to any assessment procedure is that the objectives for involvement in the

activity are well conceived and well known. Without such an understanding, it is

impossible to establish objectives measures which will enable the rater (in this case, a

public recreation department) to assess alternative possibilities (Roberts, 1974, p.37).

Thus, the first step in assessing any proposal is to determine objectives and the means to

measure the degree to which a proposed sen'ice will satisfy them. Once a public recreation

department has established its objectives and assessment procedure, a coproductive effort

can be appraised.

The next step in the process is to subject the proposal to Beres's Basic Services Model.

Once this step is complete, and the proposal has satisfied the must criterion, a decision is

made by the rater to proceed with the next (third) step. If the proposed service scores in the

middle of the scale and it equates with the definition of coproduction, then the rater can

choose to assess its merits as a coproductive effort.

In this (the third) step, the proposed service is subjected to the appropriate

Coproduction Appraisal Technique. If the proposal is defined as a recreation facility

service, then that technique--with its specitic set of criteria--is applied to it. If, on the other

hand, the proposal is described as volunteer instruction, park maintenance, or some other

different type of service, then the appropriate set of criteria for that type of service is

applied to it (Figure 4.2).

The proposal is then rated according to the scoring procedure. In addition to the
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proposal clocu rnerl t itself, the recreation departmerrt rater corrsìders other relevant

clocttnrentation ancl revieiv procedLrre hnclings. These revierv proceclures are integratecl inlo

the proposal appraisal by analysing their firrdings with respect to the specific criteria.

Examples of, such revierv procedures are site assessments, comnlunity needs studies,

environmental impact assessments, and so on. More detailed inputs into the appraisal

process are enumerated in the Coproduction Appraisal Technique Component Defìnitions

section.

Once the proposed service has been appraised and scored, the recreation department

and the voluntary not-for-profit group meet to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the

proposal. In instances where the department is considering just one proposal, the

identification of specific concerns or deficiencies can lead to potential remedy and

improvement of the proposal. In inslances where there a¡e several competing proposais,

the appraisal techniqLre has the additional benefit of allowing the recreation department to

compare the proposals and choose from amongst them, based on overall scores and

particular merits and deficiencies. The most beneficial aspect of the appraisal is that, by

participating in the process, the key players in proposal consideration have an opportunity

to meet on an ongoing basis to anticipate and address potential problem areas.

Scoring Procedure

The structure of the Coproduction Appraisal Technique and its scoring procedure

resemble that of Beres's Basic Services Model. This resemblance is intentional, since the

appraisal technique is to be utilised in conjunction with the Basic Service Model and

because many public recreation administrators are already familiar with Beres's model and

acknowledge its value. Like the Basic Services Model, the Coproduction Appraisal

Technique separates recreation service attributes into several reasonably discrete categories

and criteria (Figure 4.3). In the Coproduction Appraisal Technique, however, there are

nine categories as opposed to Beres's seven. Two of the categories, Philosophy and

Viabilir¡', are not scored. They require simple yes or /?o responses, that are not scaled.
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COPRODUCTION A,PPRAISAI, ]'ECIINIQUIì:

SCORIN(ì I'ROCIìI)TIRIÌ FOIìI\{ FOR RIÌCRIÌA]-ION IìAC[I,ITY

PROI'OSAI,S

Once the proposed service has been subjected to Beres's Basic Services Model, it is

assessed according to the following procedure:

z.

i. In addition to the proposal document itseif. the recreation department rater conside¡s

other relevant documentation and review procedure findings.

These review procedures (such as site assessments, community needs studies.

environmental impact assessments, and so on) are integrated into the proposal

assessment by analysing their findings with respect to the specific criteria.

Two of the categones--PhiLosophy and Viabiliry --require simple yes or no

responses. The remaining seven calegories are measured on a five point scale of one

( 1) to five (5). The better the attribute satisfies the recreation department's objectives.

the higher its score.

These categories are further divided into specific criteria. Each criterion within a

category is rated on a one (1) to five (5) scale. The sum of a1l criteria within each

category is totalled, and then it is divided by the number of criteria within each

category to arrive at a category score.

5. Totalling the seven category scores results in a total score for the proposed

ranging from seven (7) to thirty five (35).

3.

4.
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CATEGORY CRITERION CRITERION SCORE

A PI{ILOSOPIIY YES! NO !

I z J 4 -5

B FINANCIAL

CONTRIBUTIONS

I NONPROFIT START UP

2 NONPROFIT ONGOING

3 REC. DEPT. STAR'T UP

4 REC. DEPT. ONGOING

5 OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS

SUBTOTÄL (ADD CRTTERIA r TO s)

CATEGORY B SCORE (DIVIDE SUBTOTAL BY 5) -----à

SERVICE

EXPANSION

6 BETTER SERVICES

7 MORE SERVICES

8 MORE FLEXIBLE

9 ANCILLARY SERVICES

SUBTOTAL (ADD CRTTERIA 6 T0 9)

CATEGORY C SC0RE (DIVIDE SUBTOTAL BY 4) ------'

COMMUN]TY

DEVELOPMENT

IO RESPONSIVENESS

11 VOL. & LEADERSHIP

12 ]DENTITY

SUBTOTAL (ADD CRiTERIA r0 T0 12)

C^TEGORY D SC0RE (DIVIDE SUBI'OTAL BY 3) _---+

ACCESSIBILITY I3 DISCRIMINATION

14 COST

I5 PIIYSICAL BARRIERS

I6 LOCATION

11 GENERAL PUBLIC

18 REC. DEPT. USE

SUBT0TAL (ÁDD CRTTERIA r3 To r8)

CATEG0RY E SCORE (DlVlDE SUBTOTAL BY 6) ----------Þ



CzuTERION SCORE

IMP,ACT T9 CURRENT SERVICE ALTS.

20 CURRENT SITE USE

ZI CITY STAFF EFFECTS

22 LOCALE

SUBTbTAL (ADD CRTTERTA ts To n)
CATEGORY F SCORE (DIVIDE SUBTOTAL BY 4) --_----s,

ORGANISATIONA

CAPABILITIES

23 HISTORY OF SERV. PROV.

24 ENDORSEMENT & INC.

25 MANÂGEMENT CAP.

26 PROGRAMMING CAP.

S{IBTOTAL (ADD CRITERI/-23 TO 26)

CATEGORY G SCORE (DIVIDE SUBTOTAL BY 4) _-_----+

SECURITY &
SAFEGUARDS

21 PHYSICAL SAFETY

28 PHYSICAL SECURITY

29 INSURANCE & INDEMNITY

3O CONTINGENCY

SUBTOTAL (ADD CRTTERTA 21 TO 30)

CATEGORY H SCORE (DiVIDE SUBTOTAL By a) _____¡r

TOTAL SCORE (ADD SCORES FOR CATEGORIES B TO H)--+

VIABILNY YEST NO tr

Coproducrion oÍ Recrearion Services... Bs

Fi.t¡ure 4.3: Coproduction Aporaisal Technique; scoring procedure form for recreation
facilitv proposals.
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The remaining seven categories are measured on a five point scale of one (i) to f,rve (5).

The better the attribute satisfies the department's objectives, the higher its score. As in

Beres's wanr criteria, these categories are further divided into specific criteria. Each

criterion within a category is rated on a one (i) to five (5) scaJe, the sum of all criteria

within each category is totalled, and then it is divided by the number of criteria within that

category. This operation results in a score for each category and, concurrently, lessens the

emphasis on any one criterion. Totalling the category scores results in a final score for the

proposal appraisal, ranging from seven (7) to thirty five (35)--in addition to therating of

each individual criterion, which reflects the proposal's strengths and weaknesses attribute

by atfribute. Documentation and studies associated ç'ith va¡ious aspects of the proposal

and/or facility, such as the examples enumerated in the next section, are referred to by the

rater in an effort to systematically review all relevant inputs. The Coproduction Appraisal

Technique, in its current form, is a non-weighted instrument of assessment. Its criteria

could, and likely should, be weighted to reflect local priorities. This process of assigning

differing values to the criteria components would be the responsibitity of recreation

department personnel or a consultånt hircd specifically to achieve this t¿sk

coproduction Appraisal rechnique component Definitions

The following discussion defines and describes the Coproductíon Appraisal

Technique's constituent categories and criteria. The category is def,rned, then its criteria (if

applicable). Note also the Coproduction Appraisal Technique scoring procedure form

(Figure 4.3).

Philosophy

This category refers to the recreation department's mandate and objectives, which are

revealed in a number of sources such as plans, policies, and program descriptions. The

department's philosophy should be more easily referred to by both department staff and

voluntary not-for-profit group personnel, than is often the case. Departmental philosophy

should, presumably, refl.ect a concern with sustainability and other important impacts of
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development. The category requires ayes $ no response. The voluntary not-for-profit

group should include a statement in íts proposal concerning its philosophy and objectives in

relation to the proposal. If the proposal does not correspond to the recreation department's

philosophy concerning that particular type of service, then the appraisal is discontinued. if,

on the other hand, the proposed service does correspond philosophically, then the appraisal

proceeds.

F i nnnc ial Co ntri b utio ns

This category includes five discrete criteria. The criteria in this and the following six

categories are all scored on a scale of one to five. Based on an analysis of the voluntary

not-for-profit group's financial contribution description, this category determines if the

proposed coproductive effort results in cost savings or efficiencies for the public recreation

department. in coproductive efforts, costs are seldom eliminated. More often, the

responsibility for costs is transferred; in this case, from the public recreation department to

the voluntary not-for-profit group. This transfer is, however, a simplification sincepublic

recreaÍiondepanneru includes the municipal government and the taxpayers who pay for its

operations and voluntary not-for-profit group includes its membership and user groups.

Costs for a given service are manifold and can be described in a variety of ways.

Recreation departments,like most municipal government service dçartments, divide their

budgets into capital and current expenditures. A similar distinction will be made for the

pu{poses of determining the financial contributions of the participants in the proposed

coproductive eftbrt. Here, though, costs will be categorised as start up and ongoing, rather

than capital and current. For the most part, coproductive efforts will involve two

participants: the voluntary not-for-profit group presenting the proposal and the public

recreation department. On occasion others a¡e involved in a coproductive effort, in addition

to the not-for-profit group and the recreation department. These include: other levels of

government (provincial and federal governments i¡ the guise of school boards, government
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branches, government programs) and private individuais and businesses (fundraising,

donations, and so on). The types of costs and the participants are represented in the

specific criteria. These criteria are:

1 . Voluntary not-for-profit group start up contribution--includes the value of its
equity, sweat equity, and so on, with respect to land acquisition and
con struction of facilities.

2. Voluntary not-for-profit group ongoing contribution--includes rent, utilities,
taxes, maintenance, salaries, insurance, interest charges against expected
sources of revenue such as user fees, fundraising, concessions, and volunteer
labour.

3. Public recreation department start up cont¡ibution--includes start up grants,land
donations, and contributions to facility construction.

4. Public recreation department ongoing contribution--includes annual grants, rent
subsidies, maintenance, staff salaries, and evidence of a lessening of public
support in subsequent years.

5. Other contributions--includes grants, donations, and leverage of matching
funding from other sources such as other levels of government, business, and
private citizens.

The proposal must include certain elements that indicate which costs will be assumed

by each group. These might include: financial projections, specification of other funding

sources confirmed or potential, financial slatements, breakdown of start up costs (timing

and assignment of cost responsibility), and responsibility for maintenance, repair, utiiities,

taxes, and publicity.

Service Expansion

This category includes four discrete criteria. The category considers the extent to which

the contributions of the voluntary not-for-profît group expand the number of services

and/or enhance the levels of service, without additional costs to the public recreation

department. Services can be expanded and enhanced in several ways, which are

represented in the specific criæria. These criteria are:

1. Better services--includes increased quality, specialised instruction, and
increased mai ntenance standards.
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2- More services--inciudes varying leveis of skill, from introductory to elite
activities, as well as increased capacity of facilities and enhanced avaiiability of
services.

3. More flexible--includes adaptive qualities to handle changing user needs and
increased seasonal service offerings.

4 - Ancillary services--includes enhanced additional offerings, such as
concessions, rentals, and social events.

The proposal must, in order for appraisal to occur, include a discussion of elements that

will expand services beyond current levels. This discussion might include: service and

program offerings lists, facility capacity study, ancillary services descriptions, and so on.

C o ntnzu n i try D ev e. l. o p m e nt

This category includes three criteria. The category is intended to assess the degree to

which the community becomes involved in decision making processes that have

traditionally been the domain of government. Involvement of the community can be

interpreted in a variety of ways. In one sense, when a facility is aimed at a target user

group (for example, soccer players), then the community refers to the involvement of those

participants. In another sense, when a facility is aimed at a particular locus (for example, a

neighbourhood), then the community refers to the invoivement of its residents. The

following criteria measure the extent to which the community is allowed the opportunity to

be involved in service delivery decision making:

1. Responsiveness--includes the responsibility of the voluntary not-for-profit
group for decision making in all aspects of facility design, construction,
operations, and programming. The proposal must demonstrate responsiveness
to community needs by way of frequent and ongoing interactions between the
community and the group.

2. Voluntarism and leadership--includes the extent of volunteer involvement in
service delivery, and opportunities to develop leadership skills and demonstrate
self-determination.

3 . Identity--includes the sense of community or user group values and the degree
to which socially acceptable goals are reflected.
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The proposal must establish horv the involvement of the voluntary not-for-profit group

iviii provide for greater responsiveness to community needs and concerns. In discussing

this, the proposal might include: a community needs assessment, program targets,

boa¡d/executive composition and duties, and so on.

Accessibiliry

This category consists of six criteria. The category considers the extent to which access

to the facility or service is maintained or enhanced, when compared to current

arrangements. Access to a facility or service can be denied or inhibited by social, physical,

Iocational, and other barriers. These barriers are represented by the criteria that follow:

1. Discrimination--access to services must not be limited on the basis of age, sex, or
ethnic origin as defîned by federal and provincial human rights legislation. In
addition, services must be available to those displaying a broad range of skill levels,
from introductory to elite and from recreational to competitive.

2. Cost--services must be made available to everyone, regardless of economic status.
3. Physical barriers--services must be made accessible to everyone, including the

physically challenged and special needs users via ¿daptive programming and similar
measures.

4. Location--facility must be located in the community it is to serve or with respect to
its target users.

5. General public--in addition to a facility's membership, services must be open to the
general public during prime and off hours.

6. Recreation department use--the facility must be open to the department for
inspection purposes and for its exclusive use, pending notice and subject to
suitability and availabitity.

The proposal must indicate how the voiuntary not-for-profrt group will maintain or

enhance accessibility to the facility and services. The proposal should include the

following components: program schedules, fee schedules, operating hours, user profiles,

locational studies, catchment studies, physical enhancements to the facility, and so on.

Impar:t

This category consists of four criteria. The category considers the impact the facility

and its use will have on the current service environment. These impacts, whether they
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relate to the immediate site, the locale, or the exísting service delivery system, are

represented by the following criteria:

1. Current service alternatives--includes service delivery options exlant, including
those provided by the recreation department and other local service agencies.

2. Current site use--includes compatibility of uses, potential displacement of current
users, and environmental impacts.

3. City staff effects--includes allocation of staff, their duties, and union agreement
considerations.

4. Locale--includes uses of adjacent sites (residential, commercial, industrial),
suitability, and site carrying capacity.

The proposal must demonstrate a familiarity with and sensitivity to the physical and

social environment of the locale. The voluntary not-for-profit group must also indicate

how its activities will affect existing service delivery arrangements. In so doing, the

proposal should include discussion of certain items: environmental impact assessment,

location-needs studies, and so on.

O r g ani s atio n al C ap ab i I itie s

This category consists of four discrete criteria. The category considers the relevance of

the voluntary not-for-profit group's experience in the proposed service provision and

facility operation, as well as the group's business capabilities and credentials. Thus, the

category has a dual focus: the group must demonstrate knowledge of the service area and

it must be organised and businesslike. These credentials ate measured with respect to the

following criteria:

1 . History of service provision--includes demonstrated experience, qualifications, and
membership data.

2. Endorsement and incorporation--recognition by the appropriate provincial sports
governing body (if appticable) and status as a nonprofit organisation, establishing
preliminary screening and eligibility for financial advantages.

3. Management capabilities--includes demonstration of fundraising, record keeping,
and business plan development expertise.

4. Programming capabilities--includes demonstration of ongoing operations
requirement fulfillment, allocation of resources, and so on.
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In orde¡ for appraisal to proceed, the proposal must provide a demonstration of the

voiunlary not-for-profit group's fitness in service delivery and facility operation. Factors

to be considered in assessing the group's financial and organisational capabilities include:

statement of group's service delivery history, documentation of affiliation with the

provincial sport governing body, access to bank financing, program of requirements,

construction and maintenance schedules, project management skills, and program

schedules.

S ecu riry anrl S afe guard s

This category consists of four criteria. The category considers the financial and

physical security measures in place to safeguard the interests of the voluntary not-for-prof,rt

group, the public recreation departrnent, participants, and visitors. Financial and physical

security measures, and the interests they protect, are organised into the following criteria:

1 ' Physical safety--determines the degree of risk or danger involved in the service and
if it conforms with established safety and maintenance standa¡ds.

2. Physical security--considers the measures taken to minimise damage or loss to
buildings, land, and belongings against theft, damage, and so on.

3. Insurance and indemnity--coverage must be adequate according to prescribed City
standards, including personal injury, death, fire, theft, and damage with the City
and group as co-insured in any policy. The group must also indemnify the City
against responsibility for financial losses, nonpayment, and so on.

4. Contingency--includes a negotiated relief process, which safeguards the City's
investments, should the group be incapable of fulfitling its responsibilities.

In order for the appraisal to occur, the proposal must inciude a discussion of those

elements which indicate that the group is aware and capabie of safeguarding the public,

itself, the City, and the public interest. These elements might include: a detailed

description of activities, equipment, and facilities, qualifications of service providers,

supervision measures, insurance and indemnity policies, and contingency plans.

Viahiliry

Like the Philosophy category, this category requires a ycs or n.o response. The

category considers the context within which the proposal will be considered, focussing on
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those factors that are outside the control of the voluntary not-for-profit group and the

recreation department. Regardless of the purpose of the proposal and how it rates in terms

of the previous categories, other factors might prevent the proposed coproductive effort

from proceeding. Depending on the timing of a proposal and the status of the recreation

department's budget, a worthy project (that scores high in appraisal) may not be considered

to be a priority by public administrators and representatives or may simply be beyond the

means of the department at the time of the proposal--due, conceivable, to political or extra-

departmental con cerns.

Beres includes a similar category in the Basic Services Model, which he refers to as

Feasibility. Naming the Coproduction Appraisal Technique category Viabiliry may

appear to be merely semantic, but implies a subtle difference between the two terms. While

feasibiiity can mean the possibility of a project being completed, in this case viability refers

to how workable or probable the project is given current conditions. In other words, most

projects are possible provided time and money are available; in most instances, both of

these resources are limited to a greater or lesser degree. A feasible project can no longer be

considered viable if, for example, a long standing funding source expires before the project

can access it.

The Coproduction Appraisal Technique will probably take a form somewhat different to

that which has been presented in this section. In order to encourage utilisation of the

technique, every effort must be made by recreation department personnel to develop a

simple, elegant form. Because it will be used to score proposals, the form should reflect

this and allow for ease of comparison amongst competing proposals.
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CIIAP'I'EIì. FIVIÌ: CONCLUSION

INTRODUCTION

This research represents the practicum component necessary to fulfill the requirements

of a Master of City Planning degree at the University of Manitoba. Unlike a thesis, a

practicum attempts to resolve a particular problem articulated by a particular client. The

client, in this case, is the Strategic Planning Branch of the City of Winnipeg Department of

Parks and Recreation. The problem expressed by a representative of this department

concerns its relationships with external organisations in the delivery of recreation seryices.

These relationships reflect a trend in public recreation away from primary provision,

towards a return to the enabler or facilitator role which previously characterised recreation

service deLivery.

The pu¡pose of this research was to develop an appraisal technique which will enable

the Winnipeg recreation department to assess the merits of voluntary not-for-profit group

proposals for the joint delivery of recreation of services. The purpose was to be achieved

by developing a relevant theoretical framework for analysing public-voluntary not-for-

profit sector involvement in recreation service delivery, confirming the appropriateness of
this framework by determining the state-of-the-art in Vy'estern Canadian recreation

department practise, and synthesising these findings in the form of the appraisal technique.

SUMI\,IARY OF FINDINGS

Considerable effort was expended in an effort to establish a theoretical framework for

the study of public-voluntary not-for-profit sector interactions in public service delivery.

Planning and recreation literature v/as reviewed before the concept of coproduction was

discovered in the public administration literature. The definition of coproduction in the
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literature is not precise, ranging from the simplest forms of citizen participation to

va¡iations of contracting out and privatisation of government services. From its first

appearances in the literature in the late 1970s, the term has evolved to include only certain

types of service delivery arrangements. Although not universaily recognised, the operative

definition of coproduction for the purposes of this practicum rvas defined as follows:

Coproduction is a tnechanism for the design ancl rJelivery of public services. It
involves colleüive efforts on the pan of an organised citizen group in cooperation with
a Soverrunent service depanment. These efforts consist of citizen panicipation in the
delivery process, involving voluntary efforts, active behaviour on the part of both the.
citizen Sroup and the public depaftrnenf , and results in ourconrcs with a. positive itnpact
on the se rvicc delivery system.

Once the theoretical framework had been established and its particular meaning defined,

examples of coproductive efforts in municipal government services in general and

municipal government recreation services in particular were examined. This examination

focussed on the reasons for the invoivement of public service departments and voluntary

not-for-profi t groups in coproductive efforts.

The types of groups involved in coproductive efforts and their reasons for participating

reflect the experiences of the Winnipeg recreation department in terms of implementation

concerns. Public recreation departments, such as that of Richmond, British Columbia, deal

with these concerns by establishing a process for actively involving the community in

service design and delivery. Beres has developed a technique which addresses these

concerns in another way, via an eva-luation of recreation services that relates them to the

policy development context of a ¡ecreation department. Although Beres's Basic Services

Model is effective in setting priorities for recreation department sen/ice delivery, it was not

specifically designed to assess the merits of proposals that involve the community in

service design and delivery.

In order to determine how other public recreation departments administer coproductive

efforts. a questionnaire was designed and distributed to a select sample of recreation
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departments in Western Canada. The purpose of the questionnaire was to enha¡ce the

Iiterature review ñndings and determine the state-of-the-art in coproduction among those

responsible fo¡ delivering recreation services. A practical exercise, the questionnaire rvas

sent to eight public recreation departments compilable to Winnipeg's in terms of service

variety, size, budget, jurisdiction, and mandate. A combination of closed- and open-ended

questions were included and the expert sample was encouraged to include additionai

documentation of their coproducúve efforts with the completed responses.

As a result of the literature review, five contentions were established. These

contentions served to organise the qualitative, non-statistical analysis of the questionnaire

responses. The analysis focussed on confirming or refuting that the recreation

departments' practices correspond to findings from the literature. The contentions are as

follows:

+ Public recreation depamnents are involved in coprod.uctive efforts similar to those
in which other public senice depanrnents are involvetl.

* Public recreation departnents are involved in coproductive effons þr reasons
similar to those of other public service departmerus, including budget restraint anr;
a commitmenl to involving the cotntnuniry in. sertice design and delivery.

+ Public recreation deparcnlents (lre involved in coproductive efforts with voluntary
not-for-profit groups, es are other public service departments.

* Public recreation departnzents a.dminister coprorJuctive efforts in the þrm of lease
agreements, su.ch as those negoriarcd with communiry associations.

* Public recreation. departnrcnts possess systernatic techniques to evaluate volunrary
not-þr-profit group coproduction propsals.

Responses to the questionnaire confirmed the first four contentions, but not the f,rfth. The

public recreation departments surveyed indicaæ that, for the most part, they do not possess

the means to systematicatly evaluate such proposals.

In order to develop the means to assess voluntary not-for-profit group coproduction

proposals, findings from the literature review and questionnaire responses were

synthesised' This operation resuited in the development of the Coproduction Appraisal
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Technique. Intended to bridge the gap between recreation department policy and practise.

the Coproduction Appraisal Technique incorporates aspects of current recreation policies.

review procedures, and agreement conditions--in addition to coproduction literature

components' A component of a larger departmental philosophy of community involvement

in service design and delivery, the Coproduction Appraisal Technique focuses the

interactions of potential coproductive effort participants. Rather than approaching

voluntary not-for-profit group proposals on a case-by-case basis, use of the Coproduction

Appraisal Technique endeavours to ensure a systematic and consistent consideration of

even quite diverse proposals. In this way, the technique allows mediation between the

often conflicting goals and objectives of potential coproductive effort paftners, and brings

structure to somewhat amorphous relationships between these partners.

The Coproduction Appraisal Technique consists of nine review categories, further

differentiated into thirty criteria. In addition to enabling the public recreation department to

achieve more systematic assessment of proposals, it was hoped that knowledge and

understanding of these components would encourage better quality proposals on the part of

voluntary not-for-profit groups. By promoting the basis upon which proposals will be

assessed, perception of favouritism and patronage is discouraged. Better quality proposals

and appraisal result, one would expect, in better quality recreation services.

LIMITATIONS

This research and its results represent a formative attempt to resolve an important

problem in public recreation. As such, the findings and the Coproduction Appraisal

Technique are not without shortcomings. Although the coproduction concept and public

recreation department-voluntary not-for-profit group interactions are not recent innovations,

research into the theoretical foundations of recreation coproductive efforts is not well

advanced. It would be improper--indeed, unwise--to consider the results of this resea¡ch to

be definitive.
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With scant previous research in this a¡ea available for examination and the lack of
familiarity with the coproduction concept among public recreation practitioners, quantitative

statistical analysis of these materials is difficult. with this in mind, the ¡esearch ç,as

conducted in a more qualitative fashion, with soft data being a primary source. In a field

such as recreation which demands hard data, the interpretation of the literature and

questionnaire findings exhibited in this practicum is limited. From this perspective, the

composition of the Coproduction Appraisal Technique is bur one of several possible

interpretations.

The Coproduction Appraisal Technique, in both its derivation and current form, is not

intended to be exact or objective. Raw scores should not be perceived as a final judgment

about the proposal's quality. Instead, the Coproduction Appraisal Technique is meant to be

used to determine the relative strengths and weaknesses of a proposal. Or, in insüances

where there are two or more competing proposals, the technique is intended to facilitate

comparison of the proposals. Because the Coproduction Appraisal Technique relies on

information gleaned from other sources (such as community needs studies, envi¡onmental

impact assessments, userþarticipant surveys, demographic studies, site plans, and so on)

and on the values and abitities of those conducting the assessment, a conclusion of a more

or less or a better or worse nature may be all that can be expected from it.

In its current form and from a practical perspective, the Coproduction Appraisal

Technique does not meet the needs of the City of Winnipeg parks and Rec¡eation

Department. Without modification, it does not enable the Winnipeg recreation department

to systematically assess the merits of voluntary not-for-profit group coproduction

proposals. Modifications, to be undertaken by recreation department personnel, shouid

include:

1 ' Concise explanation of how the üechnique would be applied in a practical settrng
2. Operational definition of criteria attributes to assist users of the technique
3 . Concise description of the appraisal process
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4 . Concise eiaboration of the scoring procedure
5. concise enumeration and elaboration of the technique's inputs.

RI'CON{ìUIINDAT'IONS

The conceptual f¡amework represented by the Coproduction Appraisal Technique is an

important advance in terms of solving the problem expressed by the City of Winnipeg

Parks and Recreation Department. In order to achieve more systematic assessment of

coproductive effort proposals, further research in this area is necessary. Research

focussing on confirming or refuting the findings of this practicum, improving upon its

limitatìons. and expanding upon its utility would proñt recreation service delivery and those

who utilise recreation services. In order to confirm or modify the practicum findings it

would be expedient to test the Coproduction Appraisal Technique in a practical setting.

Resreation department modification of the technique wilì likely be necessary and should be

encouraged. This fine tuning on the part of those utilising it will: explain the technique's

applications in a practical setting; operationally define criteria artributes; describe the

appraisal process; elaborate the scoring procedure; and, enumerate and elaborate the

technique's inputs.

Constant revision and improvement of the Coproduction Appraisal Technique is crucial

in its implemenlation. No two recreation service delivery approaches are ever exactly alike;

neither are the types of services. The Coproduction Appraisal Technique deveioped here

establishes nine review categories. These categories a¡e intended to remain constant

regardless of the type of recreation service. The criteria, however. were developed with

respect to recreation facility construction and operation. In order to assess coproductive

efforts--such as park maintenance, sport instruction, and others--criteria specific to these

services wiil have to be deveioped.

Since an important aspect of the Coproduction Appraisal Technique is its incorporation

of cur¡ent review processes, access to and coordination of this information within a public
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recreation department must be achieved. The better the quality of data acquired from these

review processes, the more accurate the results of the Coproduction Appraisal Technique.

The technique has been developed with consideration of the public recreation department

decision making context. Despite this consideration, the Coproduction Appraisal

Technique cannot be implemented in a plug-in manner. Successful results will not be

achieved unless the department already operates according to a community involvement

mandate and has procedures in place to encourage citizen group design and delivery of

services. The Coproduction Appraisal Technique is but one component of a broader

approach to citizen-based recreation service delivery.

The Coproduction Appraisal Technique was developed to resolve a problem expressed

by a particular client, the City of Winnipeg Parks and Recreation Department. Although

seven other Western Canadian public rerreation deparlments were studied, applicability of

the technique cannot be generalised beyond this sample. With the incorporation of the

suggested modifications, it is expected that the technique will function in other similar

public recreation milieus. Its application to public recreation departments with a different

composition or size, or to other types of pubiic service delivery departments, will also

require further research.
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AI)PENDIX A

l-etter to recreation department represenlatives indicating original intent of questionnaire.
Dated January 28,1992.
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January 28,1992.

TO:

FROM:

H/estern Canadian Progrnm Ilepresentatives.

l\{artin sandhurst, practicum student at the university of Manitoba.

I have begun research on a practicum to complete requirements for a masters degree in City
Planning at the university of Manitoba. Jack Harper is a member of my practicum committee and
he suggested that I contact you with respect to an important aspect of my resea¡ch (other committee
members include Christine McKee, department head Unive¡sity of Manitoba Department of City
Planning, and Jim Goho, superintendent of the Strategic Planning Branch City of Winnipeg
Department of Parks and Recreation). In addition to yourself, I will be sending a letter to seven
other l¿isure Directions West participants.

My objective is to develop program evaluation criteria which will enable the city of Winnipeg,s
Department of Parks and Recreation to assess partnership proposals from local, nonprofit facility
user groups' As an example, the City of Winnipeg's Department of parks and Recreation currently
enters into lease agreements with nonprofit user groups for the operation, maintenance, and--in
some cases--development of city-owned property on a case-by-case basis. In fulfi¡ing my
objective, I will attempt to relate evaluation criteria to a policy framework created specifrcally for
this purpose' The resuit will aid the department in confidently assessing these types of proposals
and, in the process, mediating between their own objectives and those of nonprofit groups.

An important component of my research is to determine if recreation departments in other Western
canadian cities have developed programs for the purpose of assessing these types of proposals.
The information which I am requesting from you and the othe¡ Leísure Directions west
participants responds to the foilowing questions:

1' through what processes does your department address partnership requests from nonprofit
groups?

2 ' has your department developed a program which is used in the assessment of such
proposals?

3 ' if so, could you send copies of program information, including objectives, evaluation
criteria, and examples?

4 ' if your department has not developed a program of this nature, is this considered to be a
priority?
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This information is invaluable in my attempt to deveiop such a program for the City of Winnipeg's
Department of Parks and Recreation. I am also interested in data or contextual information which
would aid in an understanding of your particular service delivery environment. I intend to follow-
up on this research component at a point later on in my research. The follow-up will take the form
of a summary of my findings and a questionnaire requesting observations and criticisms, to be sent

to the same eight representatives.

I look forward to hearing from you soon, as you can probably understand my time constraints. I
can be contacted at the address and phone number that follow. Please do not hesitate to call me if
you have any questions about my request, or pass on this request to an appropriate representative
within your department.

Martin Sandhurst

and current address.

Sincerely,

Martin Sandhurst.
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API)IINDIX I}

Cover letter that accompanied questionnaire. Dated April 1,1992.

Questionnaire sent to representatives of the recreation departments. Dated Apnl7,1992.

I-etter of thanks sent to represenlatives of the recreation departments. Dated April 28,
t992.

Reminder sent to representatives of the recreation departments. Dated ApnI28,1992.

Reminder sent to representatives along with replacement copy of questionnaire. Dated June
22, 1992.

Summary of questionnaire responses.



TO:

FROM:

Western Canadian Program lìepresentatives.

l\{artin Sandhurst
practicum student at"itre University of Manitoba.
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April 7, 1992.

Sincerely,

Martin Sandhurst
and current address.

Please find enclosed a questionnaire and accompanying instructions. You may recall my letter of
January 28, 1992..In it, I enquired about your department's approach to pútnership þroposals
involving nonprofit groups and the local government. I explained my research inteieit añd the
intention of contacting representatives from recreation departments across Western Canada. I am
pleased to report that all eight representatives who were contacted responded to my letter, and I
wish to express my thanks to you and the other participants for your effõrts.

Upon review of the responses and the additional materials sent by program represenlatives, my
practicum committee and I have made a minor alteration in my iesearch methodology. 

'Thê

alteration relates to the timing and_purpose of the formal questionnaire, which I initialiy inæîded to
send to program representatives arter I had developed the evaluation criteria. The inténdon was to
glgou.ragq observations and criticisms as to the application of the criteria outside the City of
Winnipeg's service delivery system. Instead, my committee and I have decided to señd a
questionnaire to the same samplebeþre.I have developed the evaluation criteria. This change in
timing will alter the purpose of the questionnaire from that of verification to that of data collectlon.

The revised methodology will not adversely affect my research. Care has been exercised in the
design of the enclosed questionnaire to ensure that it is empirically valid. This was, in fact, one of
the reasons for the revision. Hopefully, the timing of this-questionnaire will not be an
inconvenience to you or the other representatives.

I must ?Eain stress the importance of the completion and return of each questionnaire, since the
sample_has been carefully selected and the results of the questionnaire are an essential part of my
research. I fop" that I have allayed any misgivings you may have had regarding the timing anä
purpose of the questionnaire. I look forward to hearing from you, and cãn beiontacted ãt the
address and phone number that follow. Thank you for your time and consideration.
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C0I,RODUCI:IOI'I OF PAIIKS & RtrCRI'ATION SI'RVICES

QUESl'rONNÄrRri

TO: I'rogram ILepresentative
Deparf ment
Address.

FROM: Martin Sandhurst.

This questionnaire has been designed to gather information from municipal parks & recreation
departments. This inlorrtration will be used to clevelop evaluation criteria ro, piogrå*s involving parks
and recreation departments workjng with members of their local community. Representatives from
parks and recreation departments across Western Canada a¡e asked to ,.rpond to this questionnaire in
order to establish a sample of existing policies, practices, procedures, and approaches to the
coproduction of recreation services.

The term coproduction and the phrase coproditcti.ve e.fforrs will recur several times in the
questionnaire' Coproduction, a term originally coined by public administration researchers, refers to
cooperative efforts between public officials on the one hand ancl citizens, neighbourhood associations,
community organisations, or client groups on the other hand in the provision of public services.
Activities involving the public sector and the local community described as pârtnerships, joint use,
cooperatives, self-help, collectives, atrd so on are referred to in the questionnaire as coproductive
efforts.

The questionnaire endeavours to determine, through the responses of the representatives contacted, the
extent of coproduction and coproductive efforts in the recreation service delivery system.

Please complete the questionnaire, checking 1/¡ the appropriate box (!) or providing details and
documentation where appropriate. Responses to the questionnaire will remain confidential.
Respondents should be able to complete the questionnaire in approximately 1l}to t hour. pages have
been attached should additional space be required or desired for detailed ."rponr"r.

SECTION #1
In this section of the questionnaire, I am seeking information about the incidence and extent of
coproduction in your parks and recreatioll depafment.
1 ' (a) Is your department currently involved in coproductive efforts as defined on the previous page?

¡ YES

DNO
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(b) If yes, with whom is yoLrr department involved? Check more than one option, if appropriate.

! INDIVIDUALSiCITIZENS

! FOR PROFIT BUSINESSES/COMMERCIAL
tr VOLUNTARY NOT FOR PROFI'| GROUPS
! SERVICE CLUBSiORGANISATIONS
tr OTHER (r'lense SPECIFY)

(c) With whom would your department coproduce in the future? Check more than one option, if
appropriate

! INDIVIDUALS/CITIZENS
N FOR PROFIT BUSINESSES/COMMERCIAL
D VOLUNTARY NOT FOR PROFIT GROUPS
! SERVICE CLUBSiORGANISATIONS
N OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

(d) How would you describe the status of copioductive efforts involving yo* d"prt.*nt?
! INCREASING
tr DECREASING

! REMAINING CONSTANT
(e) What has prompted this change?

(f) What percentage of your department's 1991 total operating budget i, 
"o,.n.itt"O to

coproductive efforts?

! 0% to I0%

! fi% to 25%

n 26% to 50%

! 51% to75%
n 76% to 100%

(g) What was your department's l99i total operating budget?
$

SII,CTION #2
In this section, I am interested in information about the policies that your department has initiated in
regards to coproductive efforts.
2. (a) Has your department developed policies to encourage coproductive efforts?

N YES

nNO
(b) If yes, could you provide details and/or include documentation of these policies?
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(c) If no, would such policies be beneficial to your department?

tr YES

!NO
(d) Do coproductive efforts with voluntary not for profit groups and service clubs represent a

priority for your depar[ment?

! YES

DNO
(e) If yes, could you provide details and/or include documentation of how this priority is

manifested in your department's policies?

(f) Has yotrr department developed.criteria or guidelines to evaluate coproductive efforts
and,/or proposals for such efforts invoJ.ving voluntary not for profit groups and service clubs?

tr YES

!NO
(g) If yes, cotrld you provide details andlor include documentation of the oiteria or guidelines that

your department has developed?

(h) If your department has not developed criteria'or guidelines for this purpose, are lease
agreements or oLher models referred to when entering into coproductive efforts?

! YES

trNO
(i) If yes, could you provide details and./or include documentation about such models?

SECT'ION #3
In this section, I am interested in obtaining information about who has decision making powers in
determining your clepartment's involvement in coproductive efforts and about who initiates these
efforts.
3. (a) who initiates coproductive efforts invorving your department?

! PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT
! VOLUNTARY NOT FOR PROFIT GROUPS
¡ OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFÐ

(b) Who makes decisions regarding approvalof coproductive efforts involving your departmefit?
! PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT
tr ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES

! OTHER PLEASE SPECIFÐ
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SECI'ION #4
In this secfion, I am interested in obtaining information about how well coproductive efforts respond to
your depart¡nen t's pu b I i c serv i ce objecti ves.
4 ' (a) Does your department operate according to a mission statement or operating philosophy that

defines its pubiic service objectives?

tr YES

nNO
(b) Could you provide details and/or include documentation of your department's mission

statement or operating philosophy, including public service objectives?

(c) Do the coproductive efforts involving your department meet public service objectivês, as
defined by your department?

! YES

f]NO
(d) Are coproductiveefforts limited by public serviceobjectives to certain general areas or stages

of recreation service delivery?

D YES

DNO
(e) If yes, to which general areas or stages of recreation service delivery are coproductive efforts

limited? Check more than one option, if appropriate.

N RECREATIONPROGRAMMING

¡ FACILITY DEVELOPMENT

! PROMOTION AND MARKETING
D PARKS ANDOPENSPACE
Ü fuf AINTENANCE AND OPERA]-IONS
N OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

(f1 If yes, to which type of partner are coproductive efforts limited? Check more than one option,
if appropriate.

D INDIVIVUAT-S/CITIZENS

¡ FOR PROFIT BUSINESSES/COMMERCIAL
! VOLUNTARY NOT FOR PROFIT GROUPS
tJ SERVICE CLUBS/ORGANISA|IONS
! OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)
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(g) What does your departmènt consider to be the primary benefit of coproductive efforts?
Check more than one option, if appropriate.

! COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
! COST SAVINGS
! EXPANSION OF PROGRAM/SERVICE OFFERINGS
! MEETS BROADER SERVICE OBJECTIVES
! OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

(h) Could you provide details and/or include documentarion of the problemr yo*ì.purt*t r,*
encountered in its involvement in coproductive efforts?

SECTION #5
(a) would your department like to have a copy of the survey results?

tr YES

trNO
If so, to whom should the survey results be sent?

! YOU

! SOMEONE ELSE (PLEASE SPECIFY)

Please reh:rn the completed questionnnaire to:

MART'IN SANDIIURST
CURRENT ADDRESS.
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ADDITIONAL SPACEFOR DETAILED RESPONSES ANDiOR COMMENTS:
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April 28,1992.

TO: Program Representative¡^
whose responses had been received by April 29,1992.

FROM: Martin Sandhurst,
practicum student at the University of Manitoba.

I have received your response to my questionnaire on coproduction and your department's
involvement in coproductive efforts.

I wish to thank you for your prompt and informative response. After I have received the balance
of responses from the other survey participants, I will be able to complete my research. I hope to
have developed the evaluation criteria for coproductive efforts by the end of June, and will
endeavour to forward a copy of my results to you shortly thereafter.

I may take you up on your offer and call you with respect to some issues which, though they fall
outside the intent of the questionnaire, nonetheless have a bearing on my research. Thanks again
for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Ma¡tin Sandhurst.
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Aprrl28,1992.

TO: Program lì.epresentatives
whose responses had not been received by Apr1l28,1992.

FROM: Martin Sandhurst,
practicum student at the University of Manitoba.

Earlier this month I sent a questionnaire to you concerning your department's involvement in
coproductive efforts. You were selected to participate as part of a small sample of Western
Canadian recreation leaders.

If you have already completed and returned the questionnaire, please accept my thanks for your
time and consideration. If not, please do so today. Because the sample is small and has been
carefully selected, your input is an important part of my resea¡ch.

If by some chance you did not receive the questionnai¡e--or it has been misplaced--please call me at
(home phone number), and I will mail another to you right away.

Sincerely,

Martin Sandhurst.
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SLMMARY OF QUIìSTIONNAIRIì IIESPONSE,S

i. (a) BURNABY YES

CAI,GARY YES

EDMONTON YES

REGINA YES

SASKATOON YES

SURREY YES

VANCOWER YES

WINNIPEG YES

(b) BURNABY ND]VIDUALS, FOR PROF]T BUSINESsES, VOLUNTARY GROUPS, SERVICE cLUBS

CAI,GARY INDiVIDUALS, FOR PROFIT BUSINESSES, VOLUNTARY GROUPS, SERVICE CLUBS

EDMONTON NDIViDUALS, VOLUNTARY GROUPS, SERVICE CLUBS

REGiNA FOR PROFIT BUSINESSES, VOLUNTARY GROUPS, SERVICE CLUBS, OTHER

SASKATOON VOLUNTARY GROUPS, SERV]cE CLUBS

SURREY INDIVIDUALS, FOR PROFIT BUSINESSES, VoLI.INTARY GROUPS, SERVICE CLUBS

VANCOWER FOR PROFIT BUSINESSES, VOLUNTARY GROUPS, SERVICE CLUBS

WINNIPEG INDIVIDUALS, VOLUNTARY GROUPS, SERVICE CLUBS

(C) BURNABY INDIVIDUALS, FOR PROFIT BUSINESSES, VOLUNTARY GROUPS, SERVICE CLUBS

CAIÆARY INDIVIDUALS, FOR PROFIT BUSINESSES, VOLTINTARY GROUPS, SERVICE CLUBS

EDMONTON INDIVIDUALS, VOLUNTARY GROUPS, SERVICE CLUBs

REGINA FOR PROFIT BUSINESSES, VOLUNTARY GROUPS, SERVICE CLUBs

SASKATOON VoLUNTARY GROUPs, sERVICE CLUBS

SI]RREY INDTVIDUALS, FOR PROFIT BUSINESSES, VOLUNTARY GROUPS, SERViCE cLUBS
VANCOUVER FOR PROFIT BUSINESSES, VOLUNTARY GROUPS, SERVICE CLUBS

WTNNIPEG N.IDIVIDUALS, FOR PROFIT BUSINESSES, VOLUNTARY GROUPS, SERVIcE CLUBS

(d) BURNABY INCREASING
CAI.GARY INCREASING
EDMONTON REMAINING CONSTANT
REGINA REMAINING CONSTANT
SASKATOON INCREASING
SI]RREY INCREASING
VANCOWER INCREASING
WINNIPEG INCREASING
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(e)

(Ð

BURNABY
CAIÆARY
EDMONTON
REGINA
SASKATOON
SURREY
VANCOUVER
WINNIPEG

BURNABY
CAI,GARY
EDMONTON
REGiNA
SASKATOON
SURREY
VANCOUVER
WINNIPEG

BURNABY
CAIÆARY
EDMONTON
REGINA
SASKATOON
SURREY
VANCOtrVER
W]NNIPEG

C0MIY{ENT

C0lYf lvlENT
NO COMMENT

C0MlvlENT
COMMENT
C0MlvlENT
COMMENT
COMMENT

0%-10v,

26%-s0%

0%-10%

r%-2s%
N/A
07,-107,
07,-10%

0%-10%

S13 MILLION

560 MILLION

S7O MILLION

512,7 MILLION

N/A

$11 MILLION

$45 MILLION

$60.4 MILLION

(e)

2. (a) BURNABY N 0
CAIGARY YES
EDMONTON N O

REGINA YES
SASKATOON YES

SI]RREY YES
VANCOWER YES
W]NNIPEG YES

BURNABY
CAI-GARY
EDMONTON
REGINA
SASKATOON
SURREY
VANCOtIVER
WINNIPEG

N/A

DOCUMENTATION

N/A
DOCUMENTATION
DOCUMENTATION

DOCUMENTATION
DETAILS
DOCUMENTATION

(b)
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(c) BURNABY
CAIÆARY
EDMONTON
REGINA
SASKATOON
SURREY
VANCOUVER
WINNiPEG

BURNABY
CAT,GARY
EDMONTON
REGINA
SASKATOON
SIIRREY
VANCOIIVER
WINNIPEG

BURNABY
CAI.GARY
EDMONTON
REGINA
SASKATOON
SURREY
VANCOUVER
WINNIPEG

BTIRNABY
CAI-GARY
EDMONTON
REGINA
SASKATOON
SIIRREY
VANCOIIVER
WINNIPEG

BURNABY
CAI-GARY
EDMONTON
REGINA
SASKATOON
SURREY
VANCOWER
WINNIPEG

NO

N/A
NO

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

NO

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

NO
YES

N/A
DETAILS
N/A
DETAILS

N/A
DOCUMENTATION
N/A
DETAiLS

NO
NO
YES

NO

YES

N/A
NO

NO

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

(d)

(e)

(Ð

(e)
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(h) BURNABY
CAI,GARY
EDMONTON
REGINA
SASKATOON
SURREY
VANCOtIVER
WINNIPEG

BURNABY
CAt,GARY
EDMONTON
REGINA
SASKATOON
SURREY
VANCOWER
WINNiPEG

BURNABY
CAI.GARY
EDMONTON
REGINA
SASKATOON
SURREY
VANCOWER
WINNIPEG

BURNABY
CAI-GARY
EDMONTON
REGiNA
SASKATOON
SURREY
VANCOUVER
WINNIPEG

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

N/A
YES

YES

DOCUMENTATION
DOCUMENTATION
N/A

DETAILS AND DOCUMENTATION

N/A
N/A
D0CUì\,IENTATI0N
DOCUMENTATION

VOLUNTARY GROUPS

PARKS & RECREATiON DEPARTMEI.IT,

PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT,

VOLUNTARY GROUPS, OTHER

VOLUNTARY GROUPS

PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT,

PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT,

PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT,

ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES

PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT,

PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT,

PARKS & RECREAT]ON DEPARTMENT

PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT

PARKS & RECREATION DEPARTMENT,

ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES

ELECTED REPRESENTAT]VES

VOLTJNTARY GROUPS

VOLUNTARY GROUPS. OTHER

VOLUNTARY GROUPS, OTHER

VOLUNTARY GROUPS

VOLTiNTARY GROUPS, OTHER

ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES

ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES

(i)

3. (a)

(b)

4. (a) BURNABY N 0
CAI-GARY YES

EDMONTON YES

REGINA N O

SASKATOON YES

SURREY YES

VANCOUVER YES

WiNNIPEG YES
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BURNABY N/A
CALGARY N/A
EDMONTON N/A
REGINA DETAILS
SASKATOON DOCUMENTATION
SURREY DOCUMENTATION
VANCOUVER DOCUMENTATION
WINNIPEG DOCUMENTATION

BURNABY YES

CATÆARY YES

EDMONTON YES

REGINA N O

SASKATOON YES

SURREY YES

VANCOWER YES

WINNIPEG YES

BURNABY NO

CAT.GARY N O

EDMONTON YES

REGINA N O

SASKATOON YES

SURREY NO
VANCOWER YES

WINNIPEG N O

BURNABY REC. PRoGRAMMNG, FAC. DEV., PARKS , MAIN.& OPS.

CAI-GARY REC. PROGRA}fÀ,ING, FAC. DEV., PROMOTION, PARKS, MAÌ.I. & OPS.

EDMONTON REC, PROcRAMMING, FAc. DEV., PROMOTION, PARKS, MAIN. & oPS.

REGINA REC. PRoGRAMMING, FAc. DEV., PRoMOTiON, PARKS, MAIN. & OPS., OTHTR

SASKATOON REC. PROcRAMMING, FAC. DEV., PARKs, MAIN. & OPS.

SURREY REC. PROGRAMI'.flNG, FAc. DEV., PROMOTION, PARKS, MAIN. & OPS.

VANCOIIVER REC. PROcRAMMING, FAC. DEV., PROMOTION

WINNIPEG REc. PROGRAMMNG, FAc. DEV., PROMOTION, PARKS, MAIN. & OPS.

BURNABY INDIVIDUALS, FOR PROFIT BUSINESSES, VOLUNTARY GROUPS, SERVICE CLUBS

CAT-GARY INDIVIDUALS, FOR PROFIT BUST.IESSES, VOLUNTARY GROUPS. SERVIcE CLUBs

EDMONTON INDTVIDUALS, FOR PROFIT BUSINESSES, VOLUNTARY GROUPS, SERVICE CLUBS

REGINA INDIVIDUALS, FOR PROFIT BUSINESSES, VOLUNTARY GROUPS, SERVICE CLUBS

SASKATOON VOLUNTARY GROIIPS, SERV]CE CLUBS

SIIRREY INDIVIDUALS, FOR PROFIT BUSINESSES, VOLUNTARY GROUPS, SERVICE CLUBS

VANCOUVER FOR PROF]T BUSNESSES, VOLUNTARY GROUPS, SERVICE CLUBS

WINNiPEG INDIViDUALS, FOR PROFIT BUSINESSES, VOLUNTARY GROUPS, SERVICE cLUBS

(c)

(d)

(e)

(Ð
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lo\ BURNABY
CAI,GARY
EDMONTON
REGiNA
SASKATOON
SURREY
VANCOUVER
WINNIPEG

BURNABY
CAI-GARY
EDMONTON
REGINA
SASKATOON
SURREY
VANCOtIVER
WINNIPEG

C0ìv{tr{UNITY

C0l,,f,VUNITl'

COMN{UNITY

COM]\{UNITY

C0Ìvl,\'{UNITY

COMMUNITY

C0lvfN{UNITY

COMì\IUNITY

DETAILS

DETAILS

N/A

DETAILS
N/A

N/A

N/A

DETAILS

BROADER OBJECTiVES

BROADER OBJECTIVES

BROADER OBJECTIVËS

BROADER OBJECTTVES

BROADER OBJECTIVES

DEV.. COST SAVINGS, SERVìCE EXPANSION,

DEV.. COST SAVINCS, SERVICE EXPANSION,

DEV.. COST SAVINGS, SERVICE EXPANSION,

DEV.. COST SAV]NGS, SERVICE EXPANSION,

DEV., COST SAVINGS, SERVICE EXPANSION,

DEV.. BROADER OBJECTIVES, OTHER

DEV., COST SAVINGS, SERVICE EXPANSION

DEV.. COST SAVINGS

(h)

5. (a) BURNABY YES

CAICARY YES

EDMONTON N O

REGINA YES

SASKATOON YES

SURREY YES

VANCOUVER YES

WINNIPEG YES
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APPIìNiDIX C

Table indicating l-ease Agreement Conditions, compiled from documentation sent by

recreation department representatives.
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AI'I)ENDIX D

Table indicating Program Eligibility Criteria, compiJed from documentation sent by
recreation department representatives.
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AI'PENDIX E

"Program Development Process" chart from Calgary Parks and Recreation Department

Co-Spnsoretl Program Policy & Procedures ,ìdarch 1992-
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